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ABSTRACT 
The mineralogy and petrology of sandstones of the Paleocene 
Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations were studied from exposures 
in the Little Missouri River Badlands in Billings, Golden Valley, and 
McKenzie Counties, North Dakota. Field work was conducted in the summer 
of 1977. Stratigraphic sections were measured and described from eight 
localities. Sandstones were sampled at 47 levels, and three samples were 
collected from each level. Fifty-one samples were collected from the 
Bullion Creek Formation and 90 from the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
Thin-sections were prepared from plastic grain-mount blocks con-
taining disaggregated sand grains, and 200 points per thin-section were 
counted, using the Glagolev-Chayes point-counting method. Counts were 
made of quartz, feldspar, lithic clasts, and accessory minerals. Lithic 
clasts were further subdivided, and, in decreasing abundance, are chert, 
plutonic, sedimentary, and volcanic. Variations in point-counting data 
within both sampling levels and formations are either minor or consider-
able. 
The most abundant elastic constituent is quartz, accounting for 32-
68 percent of grains from Bullion Creek sandstones and 20-62 percent of 
grains from Sentinel Butte sandstones. Feldspar accounts for 2-16 percent 
of grains in Bullion Creek sandstones and 8-43 percent of grains in Senti-
nel Butte sandstones. Lithic clasts account for 26-53 percent of grains 
from Bullion Creek sandstones and 18-54 percent of grains from Sentinel 
Butte sandstones~ Accessory minerals, such as micas~ are minor constitu-
ents in both formations. 
xi 
Quortz/foldspar (Q/J') ratios are significantly higher in Bullion 
Creek sandstones than in Sentinel Butte sandstones: in the Bullion Creek, 
mean Q/F ratios are generally grc,ater than 0.89, whereas in the Sentinel 
Butte, m,,,.m Q/l' ratios arc less than 0. 74. However, the dark gray sand of 
the Bullion Creek Fornwtion wh.ich occurs in the upper one-third of the for-
mation, has mean Q/F ratios of 0.68-0.89. The lower and upper yellow beds, 
which both occur in the upper one-half of the Sentinel Butte Formation, 
have mean Q/F ratios greater than 0. 81. Hature sandstones have higher Q/F 
ratios and an apparent inverse relationship exists between Q/~· ratios and 
grain size. 
Alhi.te-twinned oligoclase, orthoclase, microcline, oscillatory-
zoned plagioclase, and schistose plutonic clasts are abundant in the Sen-
tinel Butte Formation, and the Black Hills of South Dakota are believed to 
be their supplier. Such constituents are generally lacking in Bullion 
Creek sandstones, and no specific source can be assigned to them. 
The general maturity of Bullion Creek sandstones suggests synde-
positional tectonic stability. The period of greatest tectonic instabil-
ity is suggested for deposition of the basal Sentinel Butte sand. Lessen-
ing tectonic instability appears to have prevailed during the remainder of 
Sentinel Butte deposition. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of§_tudy 
The purpose of this study is to: (1) determine the petrologic 
and mineralogic characteristics of sandstones in the Sentinel Butte 
Formation above the HT Butte bed and the Bullion Creek Formation below 
the HT Butte bed; (2) determine if significant petrologic or mineralogic 
differences exist between these two lithostratigraphic units; and, (3) use 
elastic determinations to speculate upon the source or sources of each 
unit. The study was conducted on samples collected from exposures only, 
with its ultimate utility to be extended into the subsurface. 
The principal ideas for this study were generated from a similar, 
related early study conducted by Jacob (1975). He examined various char-
acteristics of the Tongue River(= Bullion Creek; Clayton and others, 1977) 
and Sentinel Butte Fonnations in order to help differentiate these two 
units; weathering and topography, sandstone friability, geometry of sand-
stone beds, light and heavy mineral content, clay minerals, and the occur-
rence of silicified wood, He observed (p. 1) that the Tongue River Forma-
tion contains more abundant sedimentary rock fragments(= lithic clasts) 
than does the Sentinel Butte Formation, which contains more abundant vol-
canic and metamorphic rock fragments. Since this distinction is important 
in suggesting a possible source area for the sediment, I felt a need to 
expand upon the study of Jacob, and to concentrate on determining the 
petrologic and mineralogic characteristics of sand grains~ 
1 
seek: 
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Similarities between Jacob's study and my study are that both 
(1) to determine the mineralogic and petrologic makeup of sand-
stones from the Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations from expo-
sures; and, (2) to use this information as a means of differentiating 
the formations. Differences between the two studies are: (1) Jacob 
examined samples which were not collected about a stratigraphic reference 
level, whereas samples for this study were collected about a stratigraphic 
reference level (HT Butte bed), and, (2) Jacob analyzed thin-sections of 
both unprocessed sandstones and grain mounts, whereas I analyzed thin-
sections of processed sand grains. Both sampling and laboratory tech-
niques used in this study are explained under Methods. 
In addition, Carlson (1976) expressed an interest in further 
study of Fort Union sandstone petrology as an additional method of 
differentiating the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations, especially 
in the subsurface. 
Previous Work 
The Fort Union in North Dakota 
The Fort Union Group of western North Dakota has been the subject 
of much discussion, review and revision. An exhaustive review of the 
literature leading up to the currently accepted positioning of formational 
contacts and the nomenclature associated with such revisions is beyond 
the scope of this study. Royse (1967) has extensively researched the Fort 
Union problem and his study contains an excellent bibliography prior to 
1967. A brief outline, however, of certain revisions in Fort Union strati-
graphy are applicable in developing ideas presented here. 
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The importance of lignite in future economic development within 
North Dakota generated extensive early studies of the Fort Union in the 
western part of the state by Leonard (1908) and Hares (1928). Thom and 
Dobbin (1924) attempted to correlate stratigraphic marker beds within 
the Cretaceous through Tertiary-Eocene stratigraphic interval across a 
wide area of Montana and the Dakotas, and their correlations have helped 
in the understanding of the Fort Union Group in western North Dakota. 
Brown (1952, p. 89) divided the Paleocene of western North Dakota 
into the Fort Union and Cannonball Formations. The upper Fort Union con-
sisted of the lighter Tongue River Member and the overlying darker Sen-
tinel Butte Member. 
Denson and Gill (1965, p. 7) recognized a four-member Fort Union 
Formation. From oldest to youngest, these include the Cannonball-Ludlow, 
Tongue River, and Sentinel Butte Members. Concurrently, the North Dakota 
Geological Survey recognized these members as formations belonging to the 
Fort Union Group except for the Sentinel Butte "Member" of the Tongue 
River "Formation." Royse (1967) elevated the Sentinel Butte "Member" to 
formational status. 
The Fort Union of This Study 
Bullion Creek Formation. According to Clayton and others (1977, 
p. 10), the source of the name is "Bullion Creek, 5 kilometers north of 
the type section," and "the type area is within a radius of 15 kilometers 
of Bullion Butte." The Red Hills section of Crawford (1967) and also 
the Bullion Creek section of Locality 2 in this report constitute the 
type section of the formation. The traverse of Crawford's Red Hills 
measured section covers several sections of T. 137 N., R. 103 W., Golden 
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Va. lley County~ General, li tho.logy of the formation includes al ternat.ing 
light tan, yellow-gray and gray sands, silts, clays, and lignites, inter.-
preted by Jacob (1976, p. 14-21) to consist of fluviaJ plain, overbank, 
flood basin and point-bar sediment. Thicknesses in the study area range 
from 90 m near the type-section to more than 200 m in the center of the 
Williston Basin. The age of the formation is Paleocene. In the study 
area it is unconformably underlain by the Slope Formation and confonnably 
overlain by the Sentinel Butte Formation (Table 1). 
Sentinel Butte Formation. The type-section of the Sentinel Butte 
Formation lies on the flanks of Sentinel Butte, a prominent landform in 
secs. S and 8, T. 139 N., R. 104 W., Golden Valley County. Lithologies 
and environments of deposition are similar to those of the Bullion Creek 
Formation.. A mai.n dist.inction between tht~ two formations is one of color. 
This unit is mostly dark gray to gray-brown. Thicknesses within the study 
area range from 95 m at Bullion Butte and 110 m at Sentinel llutte to more 
than 200 m in the center of the Williston Basin. Its age is Paleocene. 
The lower contact is conformable to and often marked by the presence of 
t'.he HT Butte bed of the Bullion Creek Formation (Table l), whereas the 
upper contact is unconformable with the Golden Valley Formation of Paleocene-
Eocene age, which) in the study area, is visible at Grassy Butte, McKenzie 
County. 
The Fort Union Outside North Dakota 
Thom and Dobbin (1924, p. 496), while examining the Cretaceous-
Eocene transition beds of Montana and the Dakotas, wrote: 
In northern Wyoming and southern Montana, and perhaps in the 
Dakota areas as well, the base of the Sentinel Butte Shale is 
marked by the Roland Coal Bed, which in thickness, persistence 
.~nd 'general genetic rc,lationships resembles the Big Dirty Coal of 
the Lebo. 
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TABLE 1 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN STRATIGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE 
WITHIN THE FORT UNION GROUP, NORTII DAKOTA 
1967- Clayton and 
1977 others, 1977 
Southwestern Southwestern 
North Dakota North Doko,to 
Sentinef Sentinel 
Butte Butte 
Fm. Fm. 
'"' I l'luffP bed HT Butte oe<1 
Tongue Bullion 
River Creek 
Fm. Fm. 
•white zone " 
"wtijte zone . 
Ludlow Slope 
Fm. 
./ 
T-Crossbed / T-Cross bed / 
/ LudlowL 
.:;annon onnon 
ball l ball 
Fm.~ Fm. "Z 
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The Roland Coal of Wyoming has been demonstrated by Royse (1967, p. 73) 
to be lithostratigraphically similar to the RT Butte bed of North Dakota. 
The lithology and color differences above and below this unit in Wyoming 
and Montana are similar to those within the Fort union of North Dakota. 
Brown (1948, p. 1273) extended the observations of Thom and Dobbin and 
placed the Sentinel Butte "Shale" within the Fort Union "Formation" of 
the Paleocene "series," although in the eastern Powder River Basin of 
Wyoming, the upper limits of the Fort Union remain somewhat uncertain 
(Brown, 1958, p. 112). Additional study of the Fort Union in Wyoming 
(\Hnd River Basin) has been conducted by Keefer (1969), 
Petrologic Studies of Sandstones in North Dakota 
Tisdale (1941) did the first detailed study of the petrology and 
mineralogy of Fort Union sandstones in North Dakota. He found that 
quartz and feldspar are the most abundant minerals in the sand fraction. 
According to Tisdale (p. 27-28): 
Quartz is found in three forms in notable quantities: (1) 
crystallized quartz in distinct grains; (2) cryptocrystalline 
chert; and (3) finely crystalline aggregates which are probably 
quartzite fragments •••• On the whole the quartz appears to 
be subangular. Wavy extinction .•. suggest[sJ a possible 
source in metamorphics for at least part of the silica minerals. 
Here is the first suggestion of a source for Fort Union sand clasts. In 
addition, he noted: 
Feldspar is surprisingly abundant in Fort Union sand. 
At least two distinct species are present. One. • showing no 
twinning is assigned to orthoclase, and the other •• with albite 
twinning is a plagioclase .•. probably andesine near labradorite. 
The freshness and clearness of the plagioclase is remarkable, and 
the grains are sharp and angular .••• Many of the grains are 
clearly zoned. In contrast ••• the orthoclase appears altered 
and turbid. 
Among the heavy minerals, he listed the following: apatite, andalusite, 
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biotite, carbonate, chlorite, epidote, garnett hornblende, kyanite, 
leucoxene, magnetite-ilmenite, muscovite, sericite, staurolite, tour-
maline, zircon, zoisite, and iron oxides. Tisdale suggested the Black 
Hills of South Dakota, and the metamorphic complexes of Montana or 
Canada as possible sources. 
From samples collected 0-13 m above the HT Butte bed in Billings 
County, sec. 13, T. 140 N., R. 102 W., Sigsby (1966, p. 64-66), in the 
first quantitative study of Fort Union sandstones, listed quartz as con-
stituting 10-50 percent of the samples, followed by oligoclase (14-32 per-
cent), andesine (S percent) and !<-feldspar (less than 2 percent).. Carbonate 
content was listed as high as 25 percent. He also noted that the quantity 
of quartz at this locality increases with distance above the lignite (his 
Table 3, p. 63). He noted the freshness of the feldspars, the turbidity 
of orthoclase, and suggested a volcanic origin with limited (fluvial) or 
aeolian transport~ 
Clark (1966, p. 15-16) listed quartz and chert as common consti-
tuents of the sandstones and siltstones in the Sentinel Butte Formation 
at Sperati Point. Glass shards, presumably volcanic ash, were reported 
as common throughout the formation. Although the term "lithic graywacke" 
was applied to these sandstones, no detailed analysis of sandstone petro-
logy was attempted. 
Crawford (1967, p. 22-24) examined grain mounts of both light and 
heavy minerals. Among his findings were two types of quartz: (1) dis-
tinct grains, and (2) cryptocrystalline chert. The first variety displayed 
uwavy11 extinction under a polarizing microscope .. Feldspar was also very 
common> and occurred as two varieties: (1) plagioclase with twin lamellae, 
and (2) orthoclase, both of which are unaltered. Fresh micas were conunon, 
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as well as many of the heavy minerals listed by Tisdale (1941). How-
ever, Crawford's study of Fort Union sandstone mineralogy, while useful, 
gives no mentio.n of stratigraphic positioning of samples analyzed. Thus" 
it is impossible to state with certainty whether the samples came from 
the "lower member" or "Sentinel Butte Membert' of the Tongue River "Forma-
tion." He suggested a complex source area with metamorphic rocks and 
associated granites. 
Royse (1967, p. 152-3), based on the observations of others, stated 
that qualitatively the Tongue River(= Bullion Creek) sediments are more 
mature than Sentinel Butte sediments because of the occurrence of more 
resistates in the Bullion Creek. He did not suggest or imply a source 
for the sediment based on his paleocurrent data, but discounted the Black 
Hills as a source of Bullion Creek or Sentinel Butte deposits (p. 224). 
Cherven (1973, p. 35, 39), who studied a stratigraphic interval 
that includes the lower yellow bed near my McKenzie Breaks section, des-
cribed the occurrence of two feldspathic arenites, two shale arenites, 
and four chert arenites. Quartz was shown to be more abundant than feld-
spar, and he attributed the yellow color of the unit to an abundance of 
limonite-stained quartz grains. 
In another study in the same general area, but including the upper 
yellow unit only, Johnson (1973, p. 14} noted that: (1) sedimentary 
rock fragments predominate in the sand fraction; (2) angular quartz and 
feldspar are present, and (3) both gray and yellow sand units become finer. 
He did not say, however, what was the color of the sand beds analyzed. 
Stone (1973) studied the middle Tertiary deposits overlying the 
interval of this study in western North Dakota, and included a petrographic 
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analysis of selected sandstones from the Chadron, Brule and Killdeer 
Formations. He found that: (1) the Chalky Buttes Scrndstone of the 
Chadron Formation contains non-metamorphic quartz, and fine-grained 
igneous rock fragments and feldspar with rare uricn; (2) the Fitterer 
bed of the Brule Formation contains non-metamorphic. quartz, fine to 
medium, igneous rock fragments and feldspar, plus muscovite, biotite, 
pyroxenes and amphiboles; and (3) the Killdeer Formation contains less 
non-metamorphic quartz than the other two beds mentioned above) but has 
more igneous rock fragments, feldspar, minor mica, pyroxene 1 and amphi-
bole. Feldspars are commonly zoned in Killdeer sand clasts. Stone found 
no mineralogic criteria for distinguishing the rock units recognized in 
this study, but he suggested (p. 146) that the source of the middle Ceno-
zoi.c deposits was probably the Tertiary igneous intrusions of the northern 
Black Hills. 
Jacob (1975, p. 1), in a study testing various criteria for Tongue 
River (~ Bullion Creek)-Sentinel Butte differentiation, concluded that: 
Sedimentary rock-fragments are more abundant constit.ue.nts 
of the sandstone of the Tongue River> and volcanic-rock frag-
ments and metamorphic-rock fragments are more abundant constituents 
of the Sentinel Butte .••• Silicified wood is much more common 
in the Sentinel Butte than in the Tongue River. This probably 
resulted from the availability of soluble amorphous silica con-
tained in volcanic-rock fragments. 
Elsewhere, outside North Dakota, many other studies of sandstone 
petrology have been conducted. Studies of the Fort Union Formation in 
the Wind River. Basin of Wyoming have been conducted by Gourdin and Hubert 
(1969) at1d Keefer (1969). Studies of ancient sandstone deposits include 
those by Wiesnet (1961) and Spearing (1969). Studies of modern sand 
deposits have been conducted hy Martens (1931), Russell (1937), Hayes 
(1962), and Hunter (1967). 
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Area of Study 
This study was conducted in part of a three-county area in the 
Badlands of the Little Missouri River in western North Dakota (Figure 1). 
Billings, Golden Valley, and McKenzie Counties are characterized by gently 
rolling plains that terminate abruptly into badlands topography near the 
major drainages. 
The Little Missouri River, which flows through the heart of the 
study area, is the principal drainage. Numerous, subsidiary, ephemeral 
tributaries to the Little Missouri are, in large part, responsible for 
the formation and complex dissection of the characteristic badlands top-
ography of the area. 
Elevation varies from 667 m (2,186 ft.) in southern McKenzie 
County to 945 m (3,099 ft.) along the flanks of Bullion Butte in south-
eastern Golden Valley County. Maximum relief may exceed 330 m (1,000 ft.), 
as in the vicinity of Bullion Butte along the Little Missouri River. 
Methods 
Field Methods 
Most of the field work was conducted in the late spring and sum-
mer of 1977, from late May to early August. Field work was conducted in 
three phases. 
The first phase involved an extensive field reconnaissance for: 
(1) examining the position and characteristics of the contact between the 
Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations, and, (2) determining the 
best exposures within a given locality. In.all cases, outcrop sections 
examined face generally southerly. Elevations of the contact at the upper 
surface of the HT Butte bed at each locality were determined with an 
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Fig, 1. Location of the area of study. 
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rmeroid altimL"'tcr. The elevat tons were rccordeJ in feet, and later con-
vert1.:~d to meters. Eight localities were selected: Localitie.s 1, 3, 4) 
.5, 6, and 7 in Billings County, Locality 2 in Golden Valley County, and 
T.oca]ity 8 in McKenzie County (Table? 2, Figure 2). These were selected 
b"cause (1) they are accessible from county roads in the area; (2) they 
contain exposures of both Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte strata within 
a short (up to 10 km) distance from each other; and (3) the quality of 
fresh exposures is superior to many other potential sites. 
The second phase involved measurement and description of litho-
logic units at each locality. A Jacob staff graduated in decimeters and 
hnnd level were used for the measurements, using the technique discussed 
by Kottlowski (1965). Sandstone units were positioned with respect to 
the HT Butte bed and identified according to the scheme e::q,lained in 
Appendix C. 
The third phase involved sampling. Only those lithologic units 
identified and labeled as 11 sand11 or "sandstone) 11 rcgar<lless'of cementing 
medium or matrlx> were sampled. In order to establish lateral as well 
as vertical variation, three samp'ies per level were collected laterally 
at spacings of 5-50 m, depending upon the geometry of the sandstone body. 
The number of levels actually sampled depended on: (1) the total number 
of sandstone units available at a locality (or section) and, (2) the 
thickness of the individual sand units~ In places, such as at Andrews 
Creek North, four sand bodies are availal)le for sampling through more 
than 80 m of section. Elsewhere, such as Andrews Creek South and Upper 
Blacktail Creek, a well-developed aud very thick basal Sentinel Butte 
sand is present, and several levels within one sand unit nt 2-5 m vertical 
intervnls were sampled. In still oLher cases, such as the_ Red Hills section, 
Number 
1-BC 
1-SB 
2-BC 
2-SB 
3-BC 
3-SB 
4-BC 
4-SB 
5-BC, 5-SB 
6-BC 
TABLE 2 
LOCATIONS OF MEASURED SECTIONS 
Name 
Andrews Creek North 
Andrews Creek South 
Red Hills 
Bullion Butte 
Davis Creek 
Sully Springs Southwest 
Paddock Creek 
Buck Hill West 
Scoria Point Northwest 
Lower Franks Creek 
Location 
NW & SW SE Sec. 17, T. 140 N., 
R. 102 W. 
SE SW Sec. 31, T. 140. N, 
R. 102 W. 
Secs. 27, 28, 33, 34, T. 137 N., 
R. 103 W. 
Sec. 13, T. 137 N., R. 103 W. 
NE & SW NW Sec, 13, T. 139 N., 
R. 102 W. 
SE NE Sec. 15, T. 139 N., 
R. 101 W, 
SE SW Sec. 15, T. 140 N., 
R. 101 W. 
SW NW Sec. 23, T. 14 0 N. , 
R. 101 W 
NW SE Sec. 13, T. 140 N., 
R. 102 W. 
SE NW Sec. 31, T. 142 N., 
R. 101 W. 
Elevation 
of Top of HT Butte Bed 
797.4 m 
2,615 ft 
811.1 m 
2,661 ft 
873.8 m 
2;865 ft 
872.0 m 
2,858 ft 
819.2 m 
2,686 ft 
772.8 m 
2,534 ft 
770.1 m 
2,525 ft 
766.5 m 
2,513 ft 
746.6 m 
2,448 ft 
759.6 m 
2,491 ft 
... ,,. 
Number 
6-SB 
7-BC 
7-SB 
8-SB 
Table 2-Continued 
Name 
Upper Franks Creek 
Lower Blacktail Creek 
Upper Blacktail Creek 
McKenzie Breaks 
Location 
NW SE Sec. 8, T. 141 N., 
R. 101 ·w. 
SE SE Sec. S, T, 143 N., 
R. 101 W. 
NE SW Sec, 14, T, 143 N., 
R, 101 W. 
NE & SE Sec. 12, T. 147 N., 
R. 99 W. 
1
nase of the "blue bed" is datum for this section. 
Elevation 
of Top of HT Butte Bed 
7 SL 8 m 
2,465 ft 
747.9 m 
2,452 ft 
741. 7 m 
2,432 ft 
667.7 m1 
2,186 ft 
.... 
V, 
' 
16 
Fig. 2. Enlarged map of study area showing location of sampling 
localities and towns. Specific localities (legal descriptions) are given 
in Table 2. 
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only one sand unit through more than 60 m of section is available for 
sampling. A total of 141 samples representing 47 levels were collected 
for laboratory analysis: 51 from the Bullion Creek Formation and 90 
from the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
Laboratory Methods 
Suggestions by Carver (1971) for sediment pre-treatment were 
found useful. Each sample was physically disaggregated with a mechani-
cal jaw crusher to assure a more effective chemical disaggregation that 
followed. 
Almost all samples contained varying amounts of authigenic carbon-
ate, minor allogenic carbonate, and clay that had to be removed before 
an analysis of sand grains could begin. Carbonate material was removed 
by a 10 percent solution of HCl, or 50 percent (6 M) HCl for samples con-
taining high amounts of carbonate material. The addition of HCl aided 
also in preliminary clay dispersal. 
Clay particles were dispersed with a 4 percent solution of either 
Calgon or sodium hypochlorite (bleach), and agitated for five to ten 
minutes in a blender. All clay was removed by washing and wet-sieving 
through a Tyler 250-mesh screen (4 0 or 0.062 mm opening). 
After drying, the sand was stirred into a clear epoxy coating 
resin cast into plastic ice-cube trays. A 4- to 6-hour curing time at 
50° C. (122° F.) was necessary to insure proper hardness of the result-
ing grain-mount blocks. These blocks were sawed into sections suitable 
for mounting on glass slides, and later ground down to optical (thin-
section) thickness. Cover slips were mounted with Caedax solution. 
A total of 141 thin-sections representing all samples were pre-
pared. I used the Glagolev-Chayes method of point-counting (Carver, 1971, 
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p. 385-407), and made 200 counts per thin-section. Point-counting data 
are given in Tables 4-11 (Appendix A). 
Tectonic Setting 
The area of this study is within the Williston Basin of western 
North Dakota. Carlson and Anderson (1965) ·have summarized the tectonic 
and stratigraphic history of the North Dakota part of the basin. 
As applied to this study, the northernmost section at McKenzie 
Breaks lies in a deeper portion of the basin than any other section. 
Proceeding southward, one leaves the deepest part of the basin. The 
southernmost sections at Bullion Butte and Red Hills, over 100 km south-
southwest of McKenzie Breaks, are on the southern flank of the basin. 
The Cedar Creek Anticline is a noteworthy positive structural feature 
about 20 km south of the Red Hills section. This structure trends north-
west through extreme southwestern North Dakota. 
LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY OF THE BULLION CREEK AND SENTINEL BUTTE FORMATIONS 
Many sandstones sampled from the Bullion Creek Formation are 
light tan to tan-gray, tabular, of very fine silty sand, moderately to 
highly calcareous, and commonly less than 2 m thick. Sedimentary struc-
tures include climbing-ripple cross-lamination, planar lamination. and 
soft-sediment deformation structures such as convolute laminations 
(Reineck and Singh, 1973, p. 78, Figure 130). Jacob (1972, p. 54-55) 
has interpreted these sandstone units as probably point-bar deposits 
formed by lateral accretion of high-sinuosity streams. 
In the Sentinel Butte Formation, many sand units are small, 
trough-shaped, and laterally discontinuous over a short (100 m or so) 
distance. An example of one of these small trough units is unit 15 of 
the McKenzie Breaks section (Appendix D), which contains a 4.4 m thick 
channel sand that grades laterally into sandy silt and clay. These units 
are apparently vertical accretion deposits of fluvial overbank sediment 
adjacent to the channel in which sand was being deposited. 
Silt, clay, and silty clay by volume make up a larger percentage 
of the Bullion Creek Formation than the Sentinel Butte Formation in the 
study area. Stratification of silt and clay is fairly regular and later-
ally continuous when viewed from a distance (Jacob, 1972, p. 44). The 
fine to very fine grain size of these sediments as well as their wide-
spread occurrence sug~ests a floodplain or floodbasin environment of 
deposition (Jacob, 1972, p. 44). Frequent carbonaceous plant fragments, 
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woody particles, and both thin and thick lignites support this interpreta-
tion .. 
Lignites are more common in the Bullion Creek Formation in the 
southern part of the study area as far north as Paddock Creek, and appear 
to become thinner and less common farther north. The HT Butte bed, for 
instance, is 4.1 m thick at the base of Crawford's (1967) Bullion Butte 
section, but only 0.3 m thick at the Lower Blacktail Creek section (Appen-
dix D). 
Lignites are absent in the Sentinel Butte Formation at Andrews 
Creek South, but many lignites of good quality are present at McKenzie 
Breaks. A fairly persistent lignite was noted a few meters above the 
basal sand at Buck Hill West (unit 5), Upper Blacktail Creek (unit 5), 
Sully Springs Southwest (unit 4), and elsewhere. It appears that lignites 
become thicker· and more nU1Derous in the Sentinel Butte Formation northward 
toward the deeper portion of the Williston Basin. 
Many lignites contain various mineral impurities> including clay 
partings, yellow jarosite, euhedral selenite and pyrite nodules. Non-
mineral impurities includes petrified wood and stumps, and carbonized wood. 
Petrified or silicified woody material was not noted in any lignite within 
the Bullion Creek Formation, as was also observed by Jacob (1975, p. 1). 
Field Criteria of Differentiation 
Royse (1967), Hemish (1975), and Jacob (1975) listed three criteria 
for Bullion Creek (= Tongue River)-Sentinel Butte differentiation. The 
first criterion is a difference in gross color, with the Bullion Creek 
Formation predominantly light tan to tan-gray, and the Sentinel Butte 
Formation predominantly dark gray to gray-brown. The second criterion is 
the occurrence of a lignitic (HT Butte bed) or "scoria" stratum near the 
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upper contact of the Bullion Creek Formation. The third criterion is 
the occurrence of a basal sand in the Sentinel Butte Formation. Royse 
(1967) has included a complete discussion of these criteria. 
In many localities in the study area, the color differences at 
the contact are striking. In places, however, the color differences are 
less apparent, and, too, dark-colored beds are visible in the Bullion 
Creek Formation and lighter-colored beds in the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
These occurrences need not seriously upset the commonly used color cri-
terion, but their presence cannot be overlooked and demands careful obser-
vation and interpretation. 
Key Marker Beds in This Study 
In addition to the above mentioned criteria, I utilized key marker 
beds in the field, These are summarized below and in Figure 3. 
Dark Gray Sand 
This unit in the Bullion Creek Formation has been informally called 
the "Medora Member" by Jacob (1972, p. 55). It is well exposed high in the 
bluffs near Medora and elsewhere. The unit consists of dark gray, very 
fine to fine silty sand, fining upward to silty clay near the top. From 
a distance it is massive and forms steep slopes. Poorly- and well-lithified 
ironstone concretions, and dark orange iron stain are common throughout 
the unit. The weathered surface is commonly rilled and case hardened; des-
sication cracks occur in the more silty and clayey portions- Thicknesses 
of this unit are 11.1 mat Andrews Creek North, 10.l mat Davis Creek and 
7.7 mat Lower Franks Creek. At Andrews Creek North and Davis Creek the 
unit underlies the Garner Creek(?) lignite. The bed is tabular. The 
upper contact of the unit occurs at different levels with respect to the 
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Fig. 3. Stratigraphic interval of this study, showing the rela-
tive positions of key marker beds and measured sections in which they 
occur. 
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Upper Yellow Bed; McKenzie Breaks Section, 
Lower Yello.J,l' Bed; McKenzie Breaks Section. 
Blue Bed; McKenzie Breaks Section; may be 
equivalent to blue clay strata at South 
Unit, Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial 
Park. 
Basal Sand; well developed at Andrews Creek 
South, Bullion Butte, and Upper Blacktail 
Creek Sections, less well developed as silty 
sand a11d clayey silt interbeds elsewhere 
except at McKenzie Breaks, where not exposed. 
HT Butte Bed; black lignite or lignite burned 
to "scoriatt; all localities except McKenzie 
Breaks. 
Dark Gray Sand; 0 Medora Member," well exposed 
at Andrews Creek North., Davls Creek, and 
lower Franks Creek Sections. 
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lower contact of the HT Butte bed: at Andrews Creek North, the upper con-
tact of the unit is 32.2 m below the HT Butte bed; at Davis Creek it is 
28.4 m below the HT Butte bed; and at Lower Frank's Creek the unit is 49.1 m 
below the HT Butte bed. Since the Davis Creek section is the most southerly 
of the three, and also since the upper contact of the unit at Davis Creek 
is nearer to the HT Butte bed than the others, it appears that the unit is 
farther below the HT Butte bed as it is traced northerly toward the deeper 
portions of the Williston Basin. 
Jacob (1972, p. 55) suggested that this unit probably represents 
point-bar deposits formed by lateral accretion of high-sinuosity streams, 
and the thickness of the sand body approximates stream depth. Exposures 
of this unit resemble those of sandstones of the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
Grain size is slightly coarser than that of other Bullion Creek sands, 
which are typically very fine grained. 
HT Butte Bed 
This predominantly lignitic stratum that marks the uppermost Bul-
lion Creek Formation was named by Hares (1928). Its occurrence and trace-
ability throughout the Little Missouri Badlands make it an excellent marker 
bed. The HT Butte bed is mainly lignite, commonly w.ith clay partings, yel-
low jarosite, and coarsely crystalline selenite. Silicified stumps and 
splinters of petrified wood are commonly found at outcrops where lignite 
is exposed. The thickness is variable throughout the study area, from 
less than 0.5 m to more than 3 m. 
Much of the HT Butte bed in the Medora area has been burned to 
,.scorL1, n a re<l<lish, bricklike, ceramic ma.terial formed by the metamorph-
ism of adjacent sediment. Sigsby (1966) described the formation of "scoria," 
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and its widespread occurrence throughout the North Dakota Badlands. 
Scoria, commonly called porcelainite or 11 clinker," is a striking feature 
in the field, and aids in locating the Bullion Creek-Sentinel Butte con-' 
tact. 
Thicknesses of "scoria" are very irregular. It has been suggested 
that the thickness of scoria may be dependent on the suitability of the 
lignite being burned, plus the thickness and competence of the overburden 
{Sigsby, 1966, p. 210). A massive, 12.5 m-thick "clinker" caps the Davis 
Creek section, which is the thickest in-place scoria measured in the study 
area. 
The HT Butte bed has been noted at all localities except at 
McKenzie Breaks, where it occurs in the subsurface. 
Basal Sand 
The occurrence and utility of the basal sand unit in recognition 
of the Bullion Creek-Sentinel Butte contact was first emphasized by 
Royse {1967, p. 26). I observed it throughout the study area, and mea-
sured it at the Andrews Creek South and Upper Blacktail Creek sections. 
Crawford (1967, Appendix I, p. 53-61) also measured and described this 
unit in his Bullion Butte section, which corresponds to the Bullion Butte 
section of this report. 
This unit is characterized by large scale, trough-shaped, cross-
stratified sand overlying thinly-bedded silt o; clay unit. It is also 
commonly rippled near its upper contact, but these ripples are often less 
distinct than the lower trough sets. 
The basal sand typically .is dark gray, fine to medium gra.ined, 
slightly silty and calcareous, and becomes finer and more s.ilty upward .. 
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Ledgelike siliceous or calcareous concretions and poorly-lithified, spheri-
cal limonitic ironstone nodules and iron-oxide stain commonly form a stair-
step appearance on the steep-sloped unit. The unit is often case-hardened 
on weathered surfaces. Thicknesses of well-developed basal sand in the 
study area are 26.7 mat Andrews Creek South, 8.1 mat Bullion Butte, and 
12.8 mat Upper Blacktail Creek. 
Two types of basal sand deposits have been recognized in the field: 
(1) fluvial lateral accretion sand bar, point bar, or channel sediment and 
(2) fluvial vertical accretionary sediment. The first type is responsible 
for the well-developed and thick basal sands at Andrews Creek South, Bul-
lion Butte and Upper Blacktail Creek. The second type is responsible for 
thinly interbedded, very fine, silty and clayey sands. Thicknesses of 
individual interbeds are from 1 cm to about 50 cm. The second type of 
basal sand occurs at Sully Springs Southwest, Scoria Point Northwest, Buck 
Hill West, and Upper Franks Creek. 
Sigsby (1966) studied the mineralogy of the basal sand. 
Blue Bed 
This unit has been widely noted in the literature, and its dark 
gray-blue color makes it a recognizable marker bed in the Sentinel Butte 
Formation. It is at the base of the McKenzie Breaks section (Appendix D), 
and is recognized throughout the adjoining area including the North Unit 
of Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park. The unit is 1.6 m thick. 
It is difficult to trace the unit farther south (Royse, 1967, p. 12). How-
ever, I have noted two dark-blue clays separated by a thin, dark gray clay 
well above the Basal Sand in the South Unit of Roosevelt Park along the 
park road between the Scoria Point and Buck Hill turnoffs (secs. 19, 20, 
21, 24, 28, 29, T. 140 N., R. 101 W.). Whether this is the same "blue bed" 
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that Royse (1967, p. 11-12) noted both at the North Unit and on the east 
flank of Sentinel Butte is uncertain. 
The blue bed is mostly montmorillonite clay, and very sticky when 
wet. A possible environment of deposition is offshore in a shallow lake. 
Bentonitic ash-falls may have contributed to its clay make-up. I know 
of no fossil evidence to support this interpretation. The unit may also 
represent a quiet-water, floodbasin deposit. 
Lower Yellow Bed 
This unit, and its upper counterpart, were summarized by Royse 
(1967, p. 9, 12-13). It consists mainly of silt and clayey silt with very 
fine sand. It is characteristically light yellow, as opposed to adjacent 
darker units. Its persistence throughout the area of the North Unit of 
Roosevelt Park makes it an important marker bed. It resembles sand units 
in the Bulliun Creek Formation. Thickness of the lower yellow bed at 
McKenzie Breaks is 11.7 m, and only 3 m of the unit contains sand. Ripples 
in the sand suggest a possible shallow fluvial origin. 
Upper Yellow Bed 
The upper yellow bed, also summarized by Royse (1967, p. 13) is 
very similar to its lower counterpart, both in grain size and color. The 
thickness of this unit at McKenzie Breaks is 10.5 m. 
Royse (1967, p. 219) stated that "the deposition of both the upper 
and lower yellow beds suggests that stability [of Bullion Creek-type deposi-
tion] was attained several times during the Sentinel Butte episode." This 
might imply that the mineralogic and petrologic character of these units 
may be similar to one another as well as to Bullion Creek sand units. 
SANDSTONE PETROLOGY OF THE BULLION CREEK A,.~D SENTINEL BUTTE FORMATIONS 
Physical Characteristics of Sand Clasts 
Quartz 
Quartz constitutes most of the clasts in the sand fraction in 
this study. In the Bullion Creek Formation, ic accounts for 32-68 per-
cent of grains counted, whereas in the Sentinel Butte Formation it accounts 
for 20-62 percent of grains counted. It occurs in two varieties, mono-
crystalline and polycrystalline. Monocrystalline quartz (Plate 1) is the 
most common. It lacks crystal habit and often shows conchoidal fracture. 
Most monocrystalline quartz grains display undulatory extinction, andonly 
a few exhibit straight extinction.. Inclusions are common; minor quanti-
ties of accessory minerals, such as magnetite and tourmaline, occur in a 
single grain. Bubble inclusions are also common, and may cause some grains 
to display a cloudy appearance. In addition, many monocrystalline quartz 
grains exhibit intragranular fracture, which, like undulatory extinction, 
suggests that deformational stresses were applied to those grains. 
Although monocrystalline quartz is ubiquitous, its relative abun-
dance within the Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations is often 
related to the abundance of unstable constituents, such as feldspars, or 
lithic clasts. This relationship will be treated in greater detail under 
Quartz/Feldspar Ratios. 
Polycrystalline varieties of quartz in this study are treated 
within lithic clasts. Basically they occur as two distinct types: 
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Plate 1. Monocrystalline quartz clast, showing inclusions, 
intragranular fracture, angularity and lack of sphericity. Basal 
Sand, Andrews Creek South section, level l-SB16.4. X-polars. Scale: 
1 cm= 0.03 mm. 
Plate 2. Plagioclase clast, displaying freshness, albite 
twinning and minor intragranular fracture. Basal sand, Andrews 
Creek South section, level l-SB16.4. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 
0.03 mm. 
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polycrystalline sedimentary aggregate and polycrystalline plutonic aggre-
gate. 
Feldspar 
Feldspar is an important constituent in the Bullion Creek and 
Sentinel Butte Formations. It is surprisingly abundant in many samples. 
In the Bullion Creek Formation, it accounts for 2-16 percent of grains 
counted, whereas in the Sentinel Butte Formation it accounts for 8-43 per-
cent of grains counted. Two major varieties are present: plagioclase 
and alkali feldspar. 
Plagioclase (Plates 2,3) is the most abundant of the two feldspars, 
with less than 1 percent to 30 percent of grains counted. In most thin 
sections, plagioclase is at least twice as abundant and is often in excess 
of five to ten times as abundant as alkali feldspar. Less commonly, it 
may be even more abundant than quartz. 
Plagioclase in most samples is surprisingly fresh and is not typi-
cally altered to sericite or muscovite. Fresh clasts often display albite 
twinning (Plate 2); Carlsbad and pericline twinning also occur. Some grains 
may exhibit minor intragranular fracture but this is not typical. 
Although not common among the plagioclases observed, zoning of 
crystals sometimes occurs in detrital grains (Plate 3). It results from 
the growth of a solid plagioclase feldspar grain in a cooling magma of 
gradually changing composition. Usually the core is more calcic than the 
surrounding rims, which become progressively more sodic as the grain develops 
and grows. The significance of zoning within plagioclase has been discussed 
by Pittman (1962, 1963), and will be discussed further in a later section. 
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Plate 3. Zoned plagioclase clast, showing oscillatory zoning 
(dark bands, right one-third of grain), believed to be of volcanic 
origin. Basal sand, Andrews Creek South section, level l-SB16.4. 
X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.03 mm. 
Plate 4. Clast of alkali feldspar, var. orthoclase, display-
ing outline of cleavage traces at 90° both on grain margins and 
within grain. Basal sand, Andrews Creek South section, level l-SB16.~ 
X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.03 mm. 
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Chemical composition (An-content) of pl.::tgioclasc grains in this 
study were determined from albite-twinnt'.d grains using the commonly des-
cribed Michel-Levy method (van dcr Plas, 1966). Among grains tested for 
An-content, the range is mostly between An10 an<l An30 (olisoclase). Grains 
wit11 an An-content over 30 (an<lesine) were also detected, but these consti-
tute a small minority. 
Alkali feldspar (Plates 4-6) is less abundant than plagioclase. 
In both formations it ranges from less than 1 percent to 21 percent) and 
often makes up more than 2 percent of the grains. Types of alkali feld-
spar in decreasing relative abundance, are orthoclase, mi.crocline, and, 
very rarely, anorthoclase. Under crossed polars, orthoclase is lower 
first-order gray .. turbid, often altered to .a sericite-muscovite film, and 
contains bubble. inclusions making identification difficult. Its negative 
optic sign and lack of albite twinning di::;tinguish it from oligoclase; 
it commonly shows good cleavage traces at roughly 90° (Plate 4). Microcline 
(Plate 5) often displays striking gridiron twinning. Microcline is also 
less altered than orthoclase, but when altered, commonly contains small 
flecks of sericite and muscovite .. Two-directional cleavage also distin-
gui.shes it from quartz. Anorthoclase is rare, but resembles orthoclase 
more than plagioc-lase. 
Alkali feldspars, especially in the Sentinel Butte Formation, are 
sometimes found containing exsolution structures, where two minerals have 
formed by chemical separation of one solid solution phase. Two types are 
of importnnce: myrmekit.ic structure and perthitic structure. Myrmekitic 
structure (Plate 6) displays teardrop-shaped blebs of quartz within a 
larger clast of alkali feldspar. Perthitic structures display oriented 
lame l] a.c of plagioclase within an alkali feldspar host~ Antiperthitic 
struclures were not observed. 
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Plate 5. Cl.ast of alkali feldspar, var. microcline, display-
ing characteristic gridiron twinning. Scoria Point Northwest section, 
5-BCZO.O. X-polars. Scale! 1 cm= 0.03 mm. 
Plate 6. Alkali feldspar clast, displaying myrmekitic 
structures of quartz exso.lving from feldspar. Basal sand, Andrews 
Creek South section, level l-SB16.4. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 
0.03 mm. 
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Lithic Glasts 
Lithic clasts or rock fragments make up the third largest group 
of detrital constituents, next to quartz and feldspars, of sandstones 
within the Bullion Greek and Sentinel Butte Formations. In the Bullion 
Creek Formation, it accounts for 26-53 percent of grains counted,whereas 
in the Sentinel Butte Formation, it accounts for 18-54 percent of grains 
counted. 
Plutonic Lithic Glasts. The term "plutonic," as applied to this 
study, involves a wider usage of the term than that normally used by pet-
rologists. "Plutonic lithic clasts" include those grains derived from 
the weathering of medium- to course-grained igneous rocks and foliated 
metamorphic rocks of continental origin. They are not as abundant as 
either quartz or feldspar. In the Bullion Greek Formation, this group 
a~counts for 1-10 percent of grains counted, and in the Sentinel Butte 
Formation it accounts for 5-18 percent of grains counted. 
The most common variety of plutonic lithic clasts is that of the 
low to medium {greenschist) grade, such as micaceous schist and phyllite 
{Plate 7). Characteristic of grains of this type is a parallel to sub-
parallel alignment of minerals displaying basal cleavage {biotite, mus-
covite and chlorite), plus quartz and opaque minerals such as magnetite. 
Ghlorite often appears pale green under plane polarized light, and in 
fibrous layers under crossed polars {Plate 8). 
Some polycrystalline quartz (plutonic aggregate) can be listed in 
this category. Grains are aligned parallel to a preferred orientation, 
interlock, and are bimodal {very large and small crystals in one grain, 
Plate 9). Most of the larger grains are sutured to the smaller grains 
and display strong undulose extinction. 
' 
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Plate 7. Schistose plutonic lithic clast, displaying folia-
tion of micas (top) and sutured elongate quartz (bottom). Basal 
sand, Upper Blacktail Creek section, level 7-SBll.O. X-polars. 
Scale: 1 cm= 0.03 mm. 
Plate 8. Chlorite clast, displaying fibrous layering enhanced 
by partial extinction. Minor muscovite left margin. Scoria Point 
Northwest section, level 5-SBll.8. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm - 0.03 mm. 
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Plate 9. Polycrystalline plutonic quartz 
ing bimodality (large and small grains), suturing 
tion of grains, and strongly undulose extinction. 
west section, level 5-SBll.8. X-polars. Scale: 
aggregate, display-
of grains, elonga-
Scoria Point North-
1 cm= 0.03 mm. 
Plate 10. Small volcanic lithic clast (center), displaying 
sub-parallel alignments of feldspar microlites in an aphanitic ground-
mass. Basal sand, Andrews Creek South section, level l-SB16.4. X-
polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.03 llllll, 

• 
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The least abundant of the plutonic lfthic clasts are those found 
only in the coarsest sand grains that display an interlocking mineral 
texture of quartz and feldspar (hypidiomorphic-granular texture). Some 
of the feldspar displays albite or microcline grid twinning, and quartz 
grains display bubble inclusions and undulose extinction. 
Volcanic Lithic Clasts. These lithic clasts are the rarest in 
this study. In the Bullion Creek Formation, they account for 0-2 per-
cent of grains counted, whereas in the Sentinel Butte Formation, they 
account for 0-7 percent of grains counted. 
The more common type consists of parallel feldspar microlites 
in an opaque or glassy trachytic groundmass (Plate 10). The microlites 
often display twinning. The other, less common, type is the vitric 
shard, which is light brown and transparent under plane polarized light, 
isotropic under crossed polars, and sometimes has bubble structures~ 
Sedimentary Lithic Clast~. This type, locally abundant in some 
sandstones but almost absent in others, account for 2-14 percent of 
grains counted in the Bullion Creek Formation. In the Sentinel Butte 
Formation they account for 1-8 percent of grains counted. Two varieties 
are shown in Plates 11 and 12. 
The most common type (Plate 11), appears as opaque grains under 
plane polarized light, and is composed of siliceous or limonitic grains, 
similar to concretionary ironstone conunon in both the Bullion Creek and 
Sentinel Butte Formations. The other type is polycrystalline sedimentary 
quartz aggregate (Plate 12), composed of equant, rounded, quartz grains 
that appear to be cemented by either limonite or silica. Some gratns of 
quartz display overgrowths that appear rounded, and the overgrowths are 
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Plate 11. Limonitic ironstone clast. Fuzzy margin of opaque 
grain due to minor light transmissivity. Dark gray sand, Lower Franks 
Creek section, level 6-BC54.5. Plane polarized light. Scale: 1 cm= 
0.03 mm. 
Plate 12. Polycrystalline sedimentary quartz aggregate, dis-
playing ~ell-rounded grains of quartz held together by dark limonitic 
cement. Dark gray sand, Lower Franks Creek section, level 6-BC54.5. 
X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.03 mm. 
' I 
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often not in optical continuity with the surrounding grains. Other 
sedimentary lithic clasts are of opaque lignite and rare shale. 
~pert. Chert is consistently very abundant at all localities 
within the study area. In the Bullion Creek Formation, it accounts for 
18-42 percent of grains counted, whereas in the Sentinel Butte Formation 
it accounts for 10-34 percent of grains counted. 
Chert appears as tiny microcrystalline aggregates which, under 
crossed polars, presents "salt and pepper" appearance. Under plane polar-
ized light it may be clear, pale brown, pale gray, and rarely, pale green. 
Microcrystals in chert clasts may be either finer (Plate 13) or coarser 
(Plate 14). 
Other clasts. The smallest individual group of sand clasts 
within the Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations are composed 
largely of resistate and non-resistate accessory minerals and micas. In 
many thin sections none has been observed out of 200 points counted, and 
at Locality 1, for instance, only 47 grains are represented out of 6000 
grains counted. Their relative abundances, from greatest to least, are 
as follows: 
Muscovite Garnet 
Biotite Nepheline 
Pyroxene Kyanite 
Chlorite Sillimanite 
Tourmaline Zircon 
Muscovite (Plate 15) and biotite (Plate 16) are far more abundant 
than the others, and together locally may make up as much as 10 percent 
of the grains counted. More often they make up 2 percent or less of the 
grains counted. 
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Plate 13. Chert clast with small microcrystals. Upper Franks 
Creek, level 6-SB16.0. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.03 nun. 
Plate 14. Chert clast with large microcrystals. Upper Franks 
Creek section, level 6-SB16.0. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.03 mm. 
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Plate 15. Small biotite clast, displaying light transmissiv-
ity and minor opaque inclusions. Basal sand, Upper Blacktail Creek 
section, level 7-SB7.0. Plane polarized light. Scale: 1 cm 
0.03 mm. 
Plate 16. Muscovite clast. Basal sand, Upper Blacktail 
Creek, level 7-SB7.0. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.03 mm. 
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A summary of the similarities between Jacob's (1975) findings 
and my findings of the petrologic and mineralogic makeup of sandstones 
from the Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations are as follo\.ls: 
(1) sedimentary lithic clasts are more common in the Bullion Creek 
Formation; (2) volcanic and plutonic (metamorphic) lithic clasts are 
more common in the Sentinel Butte Formation, and, (3) zircon, tourmaline, 
hornblende, kyanite, and epidote are accessory minerals in both studies. 
Differences in both studies include: (1) much more feldspar has been 
detected in my study, especially in the Sentinel Butte Formation; (2)more 
chert has been noted in my study; and, (3) micas have been observed in 
my study, but were not observed by Jacob. A probable explanation for 
these differences undoubtedly relates to the dissimilar methods of sample 
preparation employed in both studies (Jacob, 1975, p. 5; and Methods, this 
study). 
Variability Among Varieties Of Sand Clasts 
Lateral versus Vertical Variation 
Three samples were collected from each sampling level, and at 
least one level of sampling was collected from a locality. Examination 
of the data in Tables 4-11 in Appendix A shows that variation within a 
sampling level or a formation may be either minor or considerable. Table 
three gives a su=ry of maximum and minimum variation of each elastic 
variety. Lateral variation within a sampling level is expressed by the 
extent to which clasts in a sampling level may vary. Vertical variation 
within a ·locality is expressed by the extent to which clasts in the Bul-
lion Creek or Sentinel Butte Formations may vary. Using the Bullion 
Creek Formation as an example, quartz may within a sampling level vary 
C 
-
TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF THE DEGREE OF LATERAL AND VERTICAL VARIATION OF SAND CLASTS 
GRAIN BULLION CREEK FORMATION SENTINEL BUTTE FORMATION 
TYPE MAXIMUM 2: lilNilf.JM % MAXIMUM% MINIMUM i;; 
lL 17 2 15 2 
Quartz iv 23 1 34 5 
Feldspar L 8 0 14 l 
V 13 2 28 4 
All Types L 14 l 14 l 
Lithic Clasts V 21 9 36 1 
Plutonic L 5 0 10 2 
Lithic Clasts V 9 5 11 4 
V, 
N 
Volcanic L 2 0 4 0 
Lithic Clasts V 2 0 6 1 
Sedimentary L 8 0 4 1 
Lithic Clasts V 10 4 7 2 
Chert L 14 2 16 1 
Lithic Clasts V 18 6 24 3 
Others L 14 0 7 0 
V 14 0 7 1 
1L=lateral, V=vertical, Lateral variation is that gained from 3 samples per sampling level, 
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laterally by as little as 2 percent or by as much as 17 percent, Verti-
cally, within a locality, it may vary by as little as 1 percent or by as 
much as 23 percent. 
Quartz/Feldspar Ratios 
Tables 12-19 list the quartz/feldspar {Q/F) ratios by level in 
the Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations. These ratios were cal-
culated as: Q/F Ratios Q/F = Q/{Q + F) where 
Q is the quartz grains counted per sample, and 
Fis the feldspar grains counted per sample. 
The mean value of Q/F ratios with a sampling level is expressed by the 
following equation: Mean Ratio= !Q/3 
( E Q-+/3=--+--E"'F"'/ ""3') , 
since there are three samples per level. 
Examination of Q/F ratios in each table reveals the following 
statements which are pertinent: 
1. There is a noticeable difference in mean Q/F ratios for 
sand units on either side of the Bullion Greek-Sentinel 
Butte contact. Where the basal sand is well-developed 
{Localities 1, 2 and 7), the difference is great, amount-
ing to 24-45 percent. Where less-well-developed, the 
difference is somewhat less, amounting to 18-30 percent. 
2. Except for the McKenzie Breaks section, Sentinel Butte 
mean ratios are at or below 0.74. 
3. The McKenzie Breaks section has the highest mean Q/F 
ratios for any of the Sentinel Butte sampling levels. 
Typifying this are the lower and upper yellow beds at 
McKenzie Breaks. 
4. Bullion Creek sandstones have the highest mean Q/F ratios 
(all are over 0.89) with the exception of the dark gray 
sand, which has mean Q/F ratios which are lower (0.68-0.89). 
A statistical summary of the variability of Q/F ratios is given 
in Figure 4 for localities 1-7. Examination of Figure 4 shows: 
1. Quartz/Feldspar ratio means are somewhat higher in the Bul-
lion Greek Formation than in the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
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Figure 4. Summary of variability of quartz/feldspar ratios 
from the Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations. Statistical 
parameters presented include the mean (vertical line), range (thin 
horizontal line) and standard deviation (thick horizontal line). 
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QUARTZ-FELDSPAR RATIO 
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The lowest mean values in the Bullion Creek Formation occur 
at Localities 1, 3 and 6, due to the presence of the dark 
gray sand. 
2. Quartz/feldspar ratio ranges are generally greater at 
Sentinel Butte localities. Exceptions to this generaliza-
tion occur at Localities 1, 3 and 6 in the Bullion Creek 
Formation, which have greater ranges due to the presence 
of the dark gray sand. Localities with the smallest ranges 
apparently have the most homogenous quartz and feldspar 
compositions. 
3. Quartz/feldspar ratio standard deviations are generally 
greater in the Sentinel Butte Formation. Exceptions to 
this generalization occur at Localities 1, 3 and 6 in the 
Bullion Creek Formation, due to the presence of the dark 
gray sand. Localities with the smallest standard deviations 
are apparently the most homogenous. 
I used the Student's t-test to determine the probability of a 
true difference between Q/F ratios per formation at each locality. In 
all cases, the !_-test showed that the probability of Q/F mean ratios in 
both formations being equal was about 1 in 10,000. Hence, a true differ-
ence does exist· in mean Q/F ratios between the Bullion Creek and Sentinel 
Butte Formations. 
An example oft-test results is illustrated by Locality 1. 
Fm. N Mean 
BC 12 0.91 
SB 18 0.54 
Wiili 28 degrees of 
Quartz 
Std. Dev. Std. Error 
0.08 0.02 
0.10 0.02 
freedom and t= 10.5, p= 
Min. 
0.69 
0.32 
0.0001. 
Max. 
0.96 
0.73 
t-value 
10.5 
10.5 
Many authors have attempted to use individual grains of monocrystal-
line quartz to speculate upon the conditions under which the grain formed, 
or upon the type of source rock from which it was derived. In some cases~ 
these attempts may have created more problems than they attempted to solve. 
Blatt and Christie (1963) investigated the occurrence of undula-
tory extinction in 119 igneous and metamorphic rocks and 44 elastic rocks, 
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and attempted to relate degree of undulatory extinction to provenance 
of elastic quartz grains. They concluded that: (1) undulatory quartz, 
common to both plutonic igneous and metamorphic rocks, cannot be used to 
distinguish source area; (2) non-undulatory quartz, common in extrusive 
rocks, is of minor importance unless accompanied by volcanic lithic 
clasts; (3) post-depositional deformation of sediments may be responsible 
for some undulose extinction; and, (4) source area determination becomes 
less meaningful if quartz grains are subjected to multi-cyclic deposi-
tional episodes. These conclusions are in disagreement with previous 
workers such as Folk (1961), who stated that provenance of quartz grains 
is related to the degree of undulatory extinction. 
I have noted varying degrees of undulatory extinction in mono-
crystalline quartz grains, but, in agreement with Blatt (1967), I cannot 
assign monocrys"talline quartz grains to a specific provenance. Many of 
these grains appear to have been subject to multicyclic depositional epi-
sodes, and this can only serve to make det,errnination of provenance less 
certain. 
Feldspar 
!_lagioclase. Blatt (1967, p. 1039) stated that plagioclase is 
perhaps the most useful of the feldspars in provenance determinations. 
Several studies by Pittman (1962, 1963) have sought to determine this 
utility. 
Pittman (1962) found zoned feldspars to be common in igneous rocks 
but rare in metamorphic rocks. He recognized (p. 55) two types of zoning 
in plagioclase; (1) progressive zoning, which occurs as a broad wave of 
extinction with or without sharp lines of demarcation, and (2) oscillatory 
zoning, which appears as successive thin bands of alternating extinction. 
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Pittman concluded (p. 69-70) that: (1) progressive zoning has no value 
in distinguishing between a volcanic-hypabyssal and plutonic province; 
(2) oscillatory zoning indicates a volcanic or hypabyssal source, and, 
(3) the presence of zoned plagioclase is strongly indicative of an igneous 
(as opposed to metamorphic) origin for that grain. 
Relating petrogenesis to composition, Pittman stated (p. 86-95) 
that for plagioclase in the Ano to An50 range, the principal source rocks 
are generally granitic and gneissic, whereas those of gabbroic or perid-
otitic composition contain plagioclase mostly of An50 or higher. For vol-
canic rocks, a plagioclase content of An30 or lower suggests rocks of 
spilitic, rhyoliticor tuffaceous composition (p. 113), whereas that of An30 
or higher is derived from rocks of dacitic, trachy-andesitic, andesitic, 
or basaltic composition. 
The relationship between twin laws and source area, as applied to 
Pittman's study, can be generalized by the following statements: (1) Mane-
bach-Ala and Baveno twin laws are rare and, therefore, of little utility 
in source-rock determinations; (2) Albite-Carlsbad and Carlsbad twin laws 
are abundant in plutonic rocks and can be useful if such grains occur in 
sediments. Other twin laws, such as simple albite and Manebach, are of no 
value as provenance indicators, since they occur about equally in igneous 
and metamorphic rocks (p. 116). 
In spite of the restrictions listed above, I have found the Pitt-
man findings very useful, and can make the following statements: 
1. Plagioclase feldspar is a useful indicator of source rock, 
and its abundance in many Fort Union sandstones suggests 
both plutonic and volcanic sources. 
2. The occurrence of oscillatory zoning in plagioclase {Plate 3) 
indicates a volcanic source. 
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3. The occurrence of albite, Carlsbad or Manebach twinning 
(Plate 2) suggests a plutonic source. 
4. The composition of plagioclase, determined by the Michel-
Levy technique, mostly within the An10 to An30 range, sug-
gests plutonic rocks of felsic (graniti~, syenitic, monzon-
itict or gneissic) composition. 
5. The freshness of plagioclase tends to suggest a proximal, 
rather than a distal, source. 
Alkali. Feldspar. Tisdale (1941) and Sigsby (1966) described 
alkali feldspars of the Fort Union as being more altered and turbid than 
plagioclase. I also noted these characteristics, especially in finer 
grains. Since alkali feldspar is less abundant than plagioclase, this 
may indicate: (1) less alkali feldspar than plagioclase was being sup-
plied from source rocks, or (2) more alkali feldspar than plagioclase has 
been destroyed, probably by mostly mechanical means. 
With regard to possible source rock, l believe the following are 
applicable to alkali feldspar: 
1. Alkali feldspar is more useful as an indicator of source 
rock than monocrystalline quartz, but less useful than 
plagioclase. 
2. Altered or turbid alkali feldspars cannot be used to specu-
late on source area by petrographic means. 
3. Alkali feldspars that exhibit myrmekitic or perthitic struc-
tures strongly suggest a plutonic (igneous) source. 
4. Microcline grid twinning is strongly suggestive of a plutonic 
(igneous or metamcrphic) source. 
Lithic Clasts 
Plutonic Lithic Clasts. Certain types of plutonic lithic clasts, 
which occur in the coarsest sand grains, appear to have been derived from 
granitic or gneissic rocks, and exhibit hypidiomorphic-granular texture. 
However~ these clasts are too rare to be used effectively toward proven-
ance determination. I believe that plutonic lithic clasts of foliated 
• 
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metamorphic rocks and polycrystalline metamorphic quartz aggregate are 
most useful. Foliated metamorphic clasts are regarded as being more 
reliable, since they occur in greater abundance, especially in the 
Sentinel Butte Formation. These clasts are regarded as being physically 
unstable in the weathering and transport regime, so a near-source is 
believed to be their supplier. 
Volcanic Lithic Clasts. The trachytic microlite and vitric shard 
varieties are regarded as being both physically and chemically unstable, 
and both are quite rare. Based on their occurrence, I believe that the 
following statements are applicable: 
1. Volcanic lithic clasts can be used only to a limited extent 
to suggest a possible source rock. 
2. Due to their instability, their occurrence tends to indi-
cate a proximal, rather than a distal, source. 
3. Volcanic lithic clasts are rare in the Bullion Creek Forma-
tion, and cannot be used to suggest a source for Bullion 
Creek sediments. They are more common in the Sentinel 
Butte Formation, but have limited usage in suggesting a 
specific source area. 
Sedimentary .Lithic Clasts. Although these clasts also suggest 
a specific type of source rock, they have limited utility in suggesting 
a specific source area: 
1. Although generally more common in the Bullion Creek Forma-
tion, these lithic clasts cannot be used to suggest a 
specific source area without a good understanding of the 
petrologic composition of sedimentary source rocks of forma-
tional rank. 
2. Lignite or ironstone clasts may have been derived from the 
erosion of several different formations of Late Cretaceous 
through Paleocene age. 
3. Many sedimentary lithic clasts appear to have been subjected 
to multicyclic depositional episodes. 
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Chert. Bramlette (1946) studied the bedded siliceous rocks of 
the Monterey Formation (Miocene) of California. He suggested (p. 41-50), 
on the basis of field and petrographic evidence, the following modes of 
origin: (1) inorganic, either by (a) deposition of sediment high in 
elastic silica, (b) inorganic precipitation of silica from siliceous 
waters, or (c) chemical alteration and redistribution of tuffaceous sedi-
ments; or (2) organic, mainly by the accumulation of siliceous organisms. 
The above modes of origin relate to the formation of primary chert. 
He discussed tbe possibility of chemical alteration and redistri-
bution of silica in tuffaceous sediments. Silica of this type has been 
derived from volcanic sources that are mostly felsic (such as rhyolite), 
and composed of vitric ash. Lateral gradations from unaltered ash to 
bentonite were noted (p. 26-29) in several areas. In the formation of 
bentonite (a montmorillonitic-swelling clay) silica has been released 
from ash by mobile waters, which may result in the inorganic precipitation 
of opaline chert from fluids supersaturated with soluble silica. 
Blatt and others (1972, p. 540) suggested that: 
Silica •.• may also be derived ••• through volcanic activ-
ity. The ..• mechanism involves devitrification of volcanic 
glass fragments (shards). This process may result either in the 
formation of a felsitic fragment with no release in silica or in 
the formation of montmorillonite clay (bentonite) •••• " 
The two modes of formation of primary chert noted above may also 
apply to some of the chert from my study. First, the Sentinel Butte 
Formation contains large amounts of montmorillonite clay, which may have 
been formed due to the release in silica from vitric shards. Some of 
this silica, in solution, has resulted in the formation of petrified wood. 
Secondly, the occurrence of vitric shards (a volcanic lithic clast), and 
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"fine" and "coarse" chert (Plates 13, 14) may relate to a gradational 
change in the ordering of silica molecules from disordered silica in 
vitric shards to ordered silica in chert clasts. Hence, the origin of 
some elastic chert in the Fort Union in this study may be by primary 
means as suggested above. 
I believe that a large portion of detrital chert in both the 
Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations is of secondary origin. 
Clasts of this type may have formed in a manner similar to the mechanisms 
mentioned above, then became incorporated into sedimentary rocks of Paleo-
zoic or Mesozoic age. Subsequent erosion of these rocks resulted in the 
release of secondary, detrital chert, which later was deposited in the 
Fort Union interval of this study. 
Considering both primary and secondary origins for chert clasts, 
the problem of assigning specific grains of chert in either formation 
to a specific mode of origin or to a known source area becomes as tenuous 
as that for monocrystalline quartz. Therefore, the utility of assigning 
chert to a potential source area is limited. 
Mineralogy as a Function of Grain Size 
Mineralogic variation, especially among quartz and the feldspars, 
appears related to grain size. In fact, quartz/feldspar ratios, as will 
be demonstrated later, are directly related to sandstone maturity and 
inversely related to grain size. The Andrews Creek North and Andrews 
Creek South sections serve to illustrate this relationship. Plates 17-26 
each show sampling levels from the lowermost Bullion Creek sandstone to 
the uppermost Sentinel Butte sandstone. Clasts from key marker beds are 
shown on Plate 18 (dark gray sand) and 21-24 (basal sand). Description 
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of grain types, mean diameter of grains, and maturity of samples accompany 
descriptions of each plate. 
The following statements relate to the grains illustrated in 
Plates 17-26: 
1. Bullion Creek sandstones are mostly very fine, well-
sorted, and mineralogically mature, except for the 
dark gray sand (l-BC41.0). 
2. The dark gray sand unit is·very fine to fine grained, 
somewhat feldspathic, and less well-sorted than other 
samples of Bullion Creek sandstones. 
3. The basal Sentinel Butte sand, well developed at 
Andrews Creek South, is coarser (medium sand), highly 
feldspathic, and less well-sorted than Bullion Creek 
sandstones. 
4. The basal sand fines upward, and this results in 
better sorting and some loss of feldspathic consti-
tuents from the base to the top of the unit. 
5. The Sentinel Butte Formation as a whole fines upward 
from level 1-SB6.l to 1-SB37.l, with an overall increase 
in sorting and loss of ,feldspathic constituents. Quartz 
becomes more abundant. Even so, the l-SB37.l level is 
mineralogically less mature than the Dark Gray Sand of 
the Bullion Creek Formation (l-BC41.0). 
Quartz/Feldspar Ratios as an Indicator of Sandstone Maturity 
Earlier I stated that quartz/feldspar ratios in the Bullion Creek 
and Sentinel Butte Formations are directly related to sandstone maturity 
(the higher the Q/F ratio, the higher the maturity), and inversely rela-
ted to grain size (the smaller the grain size, the higher the Q/F ratio). 
Using these relationships, it is possible to utilize Q/F ratios for coin-
parisons of sandstone maturity between the Bullion Creek and Sentinel 
Ilutte Formations. 
Utilizing mean ratios, from Tables 12-19 (appendix B), it seems 
evident that the following are significant: 
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Plate 17. Clastic sand from level 
constituents of monocrystalline quartz and 
diameter of grains is 0.114 mm. X-polars. 
l-BC71.S, showing mature 
speckled chert. Mean 
Scale: 1 cm= 0.06 mm. 
Plate 18. Clastic sand from level 1-BC41.0 (dark gray sand), dis-
playing lack of maturity. Note feldspar clast (left center) minor mica 
(left), as well as monocrystalline quartz and chert. Also note lesser 
sorting. Mean diameter of grains 0.160 mm. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 
0.06 mm. 
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Plate 19. Clas tic sand from level l-BC21.2, showing mature 
constituents of monocrystalline quartz and chert. Mean diameter of 
grains is 0.094 tlltn. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.06 nun. 
Plate 20. Clastic sand from level l-BC12.2, showing mature con-
stituents of monocrystalline quartz with minor chert. Mean diameter of 
grains is 0.116 mm. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.06 mm. 
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Plate 21. Clastic sand from level l-SB6.l (basal sand), showing 
large grains of monocrystalline quartz, fresh twinned plagioclase and 
chert. Sediment is not well sorted. Mean diameter of grains is 0.232 mm. 
X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.06 mm. 
Plate 22. Clastic sand from level l-SB9.2 (basal sand), display-
ing feldspathic clasts (right center, right), quartz (top), plutonic 
schistose clast (left center), and chert. Sediment is not well sorted. 
Mean diameter of grains is 0.254 mm. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm~ 0.06 mm. 
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Plate 23. elastic sand from level l-SB12.3 (basal sand), 
displaying fresh feldspar clasts and chert. Note cleavage traces on 
feldspars. Mean diameter of grains is 0.272 mm. X-polars. Scale: 
1 cm; 0.06 mm. 
Plate 24. elastic sand from level l-SB16.4 (basal sand), display-
ing mostly monocrystalline quartz and chert. Note finer size of grains 
from the Basal Sand at this level. Mean diameter of grains 0.232 mm. 
X-polars. Scale:, 1 cm~ 0.06 mm. 
T 
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Plate 25. Clastic sand from level l-SB28.7, displaying 
altered feldspars (left), quartz, and chert. Sorting improved. 
diameter of grains is 0.172 mm. X-polars. Scale: l cm= 0.06 
slightly 
Mean 
mm. 
Plate 26. Clastic sand from level l-SB37.l, displaying mostly 
monacrystalline quartz. Note lass of feldspathic constituents plus 
improved sorting. Mean diameter of grains is 0.122 mm. X-polars. 
Scale: 1 cm= 0.06 mm. 
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1. Regarding mean Q/F ratios on either side of the Bullion 
Creek-Sentinel Butte contact" dtfferences are great.er 
where well developed, less mature, and coarser basal 
sands are present (Localities 1, 2, and 7). Where less 
well-developed, somewhat less mature, and finer basal 
sands are present, differences arc somewhat less 
(Localities 3, 4, 5 and 6). Since mean Q/F ratios are 
somewhat higher in less well-developed basal sands, an 
apparent inverse relationship exists between Q/F ratios 
and the size of sand grains. 
2. Mean Q/F ratios for the Sentinel Butte Fonua tion tend 
to increase somewhat with fining upward through the unit, 
though the increases are often irregular. 
3. Since the McKenzie Breaks section has the highest Q/F 
mean ratios for any of the Sentinel Butte sampling levels, 
this may be directly related to the fining upward of the 
formation as a whole plus the apparent improvement :i.n 
sandstone maturity up section~ 
4. Bullion Creek sandstones in general are mature with high 
Q/F ratios, except for the dark gray sand. This unit 
fines upward, and, at Locality 3, where two levels have 
been sampled from the unit. the mean Q/F ratios increase 
upward. 
Mineralogy and Grain Size As A Function of Tectonic Stability in the 
Source Areas 
Royse (1967), using sedimentological, rather than petrologic, 
evidence, described a tectonic framework controlling deposition of the 
Tongue River(~ Bullion Greek) and Sentinel Butte Formations. In my 
study, petrologic and mineralogic evidence will be used to support a 
tectonic framework of the same~ 
A mature sandstone, that is, one of stable, resistate minerals 
such as quartz, generally suggests a source area largely inactive tee-
tonically. Recycling of existing sediments results in a steady winnowing 
out Of less stable constituents, and local relief in the source area as 
well as in the sites of deposition is low. A stable regime is thus 
achieved~ 
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Coarser, fresher, "immature" detritus has been associated with 
tectonic instability and uplift in the source areas. Sediment thus sup-
plied by fluvial means is assumed to reflect the character of the source 
rock. Several such events of instability seem to be represented in the 
interval of this study. 
The first such event, as represented by the dark gray sand of 
the Bullion Creek Formation (Plate 27), was relatively brief. It appears 
to be a mild precursor of the later early Sentinel Butte episode. Before 
this, however, a stable regime prevailed, with very fine, mature sands 
being deposited under low relief conditions accompanied by highly vegetated 
(e.g., Meyer, HT Butte) swamps. The type of sediment available at this 
time may also reflect this stable regime. 
The deposition of the basal Sentinel Butte sand reflects the 
period of greatest instability within the interval of this study. At or 
slightly before the time of arrival of the first detritus, relief in the 
source area was becoming high. Coarser detritus in the basal sand is 
reflective of the degree of uplift, and higher percentages of feldspar, 
with other less abundant unstable minerals such as pyroxene, reflect the 
character of the source rock. Plutonic and volcanic lithic clasts occur-
red in greater abundance than in any other previous episode. Oscillatory-
zoned plagioclase was among the detrital grains deposited, only during 
this period. 
The occurrence of a fining-upward Sentinel Butte sequence as well 
as in the basal sand, reflects a lessening supply of coarse detritus. 
Three explanations may apply; (1) uplift ceased or greatly diminished 
in the source area; (2) the source area was worn down by erosion more 
rapidly than elevated; or, (3) the character of the sediment supplied 
'' 
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Plate 27. Clastic sand from the dark gray sand at the Lower 
Franks Creek section, level 6-BC54.5. Note fresh feldspar and musco-
vite, polycrystalline quartz (lower left) and chert. Sediment is not 
well sorted. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.06 mm. 
Plate 28. Clastic sand from the upper yellow bed at the McKenzie 
Breaks section. Note poor (bimodal) sorting of quartz and chert; minor 
mica and feldspar are also present. X-polars. Scale: 1 cm= 0.06 mm. 
t 
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changed with time, possibly due to another factor other than control by 
uplift. No evidence appears to support one explanation in favor of the 
others. 
Tectonic stability somewhat similar to that which existed in 
Bullion Creek time was achieved during late Sentinel Butte time, and is 
exemplified by the mineralogically mature sandstones of the lower and 
upper yellow beds (Plate 28). These units have quartz/'feldspar ratios 
nearly comparable to the more mature Bullion Creek sandstones. Regional 
slope during the depositional episodes of these units was probably the 
lowest since the beginning of Sentinel Butte time. It appears likely 
that tectonic stability also characterized the period of post-Sentinel 
Butte deposition, with the next major tectonic activity occurring on a 
much grander scale during Oligocene-Miocene time (Stone, 1973, p.120-122). 
Source of Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Sandstones 
I believe that the more mature sandstones of the Bullion Creek 
Formation have been subject to multicyclic depositional episodes, and, 
therefore, no specific source can be suggested. Some of the minor 
unstable constituents of the dark gray sand unit (Plate 27), especially 
the microcline and plagioclase content, suggest a near source of possibly 
plutonic rocks. 
The abundance of coarser, fresh, unstable constituents of the 
Sentinel Butte Formation appear to suggest a near-source area, Types 
of material supporting this statement include: 
1. schistose clasts 
2. myrmekitic and perthitic feldspars 
3. twinned fresh plagioclase 
4. oscillatory-zoned plagioclase 
5. fresh microcline. 
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Recent s.tudies in the Black !!ills of South Dakota and Wyoming by 
Fashhaugh (1978), llalvorson (1978), and Ray (1978) suggest this area as 
a potential source. Some of their significant findings nre: 
1. Oligoclase, some of which is oscillatory-zone<l, has 
been noted in the northwestern Black Hills of South 
Dakota and Wyoming. The emplacement of this material 
in volcanic rocks occurred in post-Cretaceous tin1e. 
Albite-twinned plagioclase may have come from adjacent 
older plutonic rocks (Fashbaugh, 1978). 
2. Volcanic rocks with a trachytic texture have been 
empla.ced in the Devils Tower-Missouri Buttes area of 
Wyoming 53.3-55. 7 milli.on years B.P. (late Paleocene, 
o.ccording to geologic time scale of Berggren .and van 
Couvering, 1974, p. 13-16) (Halvorson, 1978). 
3. Oligoclase and andesine phenocrysts are common in the 
volcanic rocks from the Tinton area~ Lawrence County, 
South Dakota. Volcanic material also exhibits a 
trachytic to pilotaxit:ic flow structure. The age of 
the emplacement is between 38-59 million years B.P. 
Adjacent pre-Cambrian granites contain microcline. and 
orth9clase (Ray, 1978). 
In addition to these obs,;,rvations, l have noted the widespread occur-
rence of schistose and granitic rocks in the central Black Hills. 
Based on the occurrence of the above listed clasts in the Sentinel 
Butte Formation plus the findings of Fashbaugh, Halvorson and Ray, I am 
assigning the Black Hills igneous and metamorphic province as the prob-
able source of those clasts. Evidence is lacking to suggest that the 
Devils Tower and Missouri Buttes volcanic province is a probable source 
area. 
SuUf,BStiOns For Further Study 
Pertinent, further studies are as follows: 
l. Extend the current study of Fort Union sandstones into 
the subsurface of North Dakota. 
2M Extend the current study to t~quivalcnt Fort Union strata 
in the Powder River Basin, Wyoming. 
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3. Examine the character of feldspar in: 
a) Black Hills metamorphic and plutonic rocks, and 
b) Devils Tower volcanic and hypabyssal rocks. 
4. Examine the character of volcanics in the Devils 
Tower and Black Hills provinces. 
5. Conduct a detailed, stratigraphically controlled 
study of heavy minerals in the Bullion Creek and 
Sentinel Butte Formations, and in possible source 
rocks. 
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
Mincralogically, quartz is the most abundant constituent in sand-
stones of this study: 32-68 percent of grains counted for the Bullion 
Creek Formation and 20-62 percent of grains counted for the Sentinel 
Butte Formation. Feldspar is abundant in both formations: 2-16 percent 
of grains counted for the Bullion Creek and· 8-43 percent of grains counted 
for the Sentinel Butte. Lithic clasts are important constituents in both 
formations: 26-53 percent of grains counted for the Bullion Creek, and 
18-54 percent of grains counted for the Sen.tine! Butte. Lithic varieties, 
in order of decreasing abundance, include chert, plutonic, s.edimentary, 
and volcanic. Micas and other accessory minerals are minor constituents 
in both formations. 
Point-counting data show that variation in percentage of clasts 
may be minor or considerable. This variation occurs: (1) laterally, 
within sampling levels, and (2) vertically, within the two formations. 
Bullion Creek sandstones have higher quartz/feldspar (Q/F) ratios 
than Sentinel Butte sandstones. Bullion Creek sandstones have mean Q/F 
ratios greater than 0.89 with the exception of the dark gray sand, which 
has mean Q/F ratios less than 0.89. Sentinel Butte sandstones have mean 
Q/F ratios less than 0.74, except at the McKenzie Breaks section where 
generally higher ratios characterize the section. The lower and upper 
yellow beds have the highest mean Q/F ratios at that locality. The dif-
ferences are statistically significant (p = 0.0001, Student's test). 
Quartz/feldspar ratios are also a measure of sandstone maturity in both 
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formations. An apparent inverse relationship exists between Q/F ratios 
and sand grain size. 
Albite twined oligoclase, orthoclase, and microcline suggest a 
plutonic source. Oscillatory-zoned plagioclase suggests a volcanic source. 
Oligoclase suggests a source terrain of granitic composition. Abundant 
schistose, plutonic lithic clasts suggest a metamorphic source terrain. 
All these clasts are unstable in the weathering and transport regimes, 
and their freshness suggests a near-source supplier. The Black Hills 
of South Dakota are believed to be the near-source supply area of these 
constituents in the Sentinel Butte Formation. A general lack of unstable 
constituents in sandstones from the Bullion Creek Formation makes source 
area speculation difficult. Many Bullion Creek sand clasts appear to 
have been subjected to multicyclic depositional episodes. 
Evidence for major tectonic activity is lacking from sandstones 
of the Bullion Creek Formation, The period of greatest tectonic instab-
ility appears to have occurred during the deposition of the basal Senti-
nel Butte sand. A lessening degree of tectonic instability appears to 
characterize the remainder of Sentinel Butte deposition. 
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POINT-COUNTING DATA 
Point counts are giVl"!O in TabJes 4-11. Quart7,, feldspar, Ftnd 
llthtc clas;ts represent the major categories of data. The last four 
columns contain subdivisions of the lithic category. A column is also 
included for undifferentiated other constituents such as micas and heavy 
minerals. A listing of these other constituents :is given on page 46-
Quartz and feldspar data from each table have been used to compile quartz/ 
feldspar ratios (Table 3, appendix B). 
At localities 1-7, the "i!T 0.0" represents the HT Butte bed at 
the contact between the Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte Formations. 
Refer to appendix C for an explanation of 11LL", 11 N11 , and 11 RLtt. 
TABLE 4 
LOCALITY 1 
POINT COUNTING DATA 
TOTAL LITHIC LITHIC CLASTS 
QUARTZ FELDSPAR CLASTS OTHERS PLUTONIC VOLCANIC SEDI- CHERT 
MENTARY 
LEVEL LL M RL LL M RL · LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL 
z 37.l 77 82 73 37 50 62 80 66 64 8 2 1 26 18 17 6 2 10 9 12 6 39 32 31 0 
H 
H 
! 28.7 71 49 61 61 64 50 61 84 84 1 2 6 23 29 26 10 14 9 6 9 14 28 32 35 
0 
.... 16.4 56 67 63 49 50 45 90 82 91 5 1 l 33 35 25 6 11 7 12 7 12 39 29 47 
w 
E-< 
H 12.3 40 58 65 86 58 60 74 83 74 0 1 l 26 28 21 4 5 3 6 15 6 34 35 44 ;::, 
"' 
,-l 9.2 50 74 55 63 63 70 87 61 74 l 2 l 19 14 14 2 2 3 11 4 8 55 41 49 w 
z 
H 
.... 6.1 90 84 72 33 37 51 75 76 77 2 3 0 13 25 13 4 7 4 8 5 1 50 39 59 "' i5 "" 
"' HT 0.0 
z 
0 12.2 99 110 118 10 11 5 90 79 76 H l 0 l 14 6 12 0 0 1 23 20 27 53 53 36 
H 
i 21.2 102 105 105 4 4 4 94 90 90 0 1 1 9 3 3 0 1 0 29 27 24 56 59 63 
0 
.... 24 23 23 69 54 49 
~ 41.0 65 91 95 29 19 13 106 89 91 0 1 l 10 12 6 0 0 3 
w 
~ 71.5 119 122 118 5 7 7 75 71 75 u 1 0 0 6 8 9 0 0 0 22 20 26 47 43 40 
z 
0 
H 
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,-l 
;::, 
"' 
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:z 
;346.2 
i 
ii:: 
r,121.3 
~ 
:::i 
"' 
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>-< 
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:z 
"1 
<I) 
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:z 
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TABLE 5 
LOCALITY 2 
POINT COUNTING DATA 
QUARTZ FELDSPAR CLASTS OTHERS 
LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL· M RL 
81 81 89 38 36 25 79 82 83 2 1 3 
94 86 85 36 34 36 70 79 77 1 1 2 
73 79 87 51 59 37 68 59 72 8 3 4 
114 114 101 5 8 8 81 78 91 0 0 0 
LITHIC CLASTS 
SEDI-
PLUTONIC VOLCANIC MENTARY CHERT 
LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL 
14 14 17 0 0 0 6 4 8 59 64 58 
15 20 13 2 2 l 9 9 9 44 48 54 
10 11 18 6 2 2 5 5 7 47 41 45 
5 4 4 1 0 0 20 14 19 55 60 68 
co 
-..J 
TABLE 6 
LOCALITY 3 
POINT COUNTING DATA 
LITIIIC CLASTS 
TOTAL LITHIC SEDI-
i;JUARTZ FELDSPAR CLASTS OTHERS PLUTONIC VOLCANIC MENTARY CHERT 
LEVEL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL 
18.8 80 78 86 38 49 37 79 69 72 3 4 5 20 14 22 1 3 2 4 4 8 54 48 40 
S 16. 3 89 79 83 35 38 20 74 83 83 2 0 6 16 20 15 0 1 0 8 7 7 50 55 61 
i 
~ 15. 2 80 72 80 29 42 35 84 81 83 7 5 2 18 19 13 0 0 0 10 7 14 56 55 56 
!al i 12.5 "' 79 87 97 35 31 26 77 74 74 9 8 3 19 19 11 1 1 0 14 14 15 43 40 48 CX) 
,-l 
w 
z 3.3 40 85 4 H 77 73 74 31 42 79 79 11 5 14 17 18 1 1 1 12 17 14 52 50 48 H 
z 
w 
"' HT 0.0 
"' 0 
H i 28. 6 129 116 118 12 16 16 59 60 60 0 0 6 8 7 4 3 2 1 9 7 11 39 47 4 7 
0 
<'< 
t:l 36.3 81 104 83 21 20 15 97 70 74 0 6 28 20 10 17 0 1 0 27 14 12 50 45 45 
;;l 
(.) 
6 41. 7 136 121 137 6 5 6 57 69 55 1 5 2 2 6 5 0 0 0 16 14 15 39 49 35 
H 
,-l 
,-l 
iil 
LEVEL 
es 39. 1 
H 
i 
;,.. 35. 9 
"' ~ 
"' .., 
"'29.2 
z 
H 
E-< 
z 
"' ti) 
RT 0.0 
es 
H 
"" ~ 23.4 
~ 
~ 
~ 
el 
H 
.., 
s 
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TABLE 7 
LOCALITY 4 
POINT COUNTING DATA 
TOTAL LITHIC 
QUARTZ FELDSPAR CLASTS OTHERS 
LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL 
79 77 76 20 33 34 92 80 81 7 10 9 
93 85 86 33 35 42 70 75 67 4 S 5 
71 74 82 36 38 32 91 86 82 2 2 4 
121 127 132 7 7 14 71 65 53 1 1 1 
LITHIC CLASTS 
SED1-
PLUTONIC VOLCANIC MENTARY CHERT 
LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL 
23 14 15 0 1 0 11 3 9 58 62 57 
17 20 14 0 0 0 7 9 S 46 46 48 
21 16 23 2 1 0 13 11 8 55 58 51 
18 8 12 0 0 0 15 13 8 38 45 33 
(Y) 
'° 
QUARTZ 
LEVEL LL M RL 
z 
0 
H 
I 
0 
~ 
'-'l 
E-< 
E-< 
::, 
"' f;l 
z 
H 
~ 
<fl 
z 
s 
E-< 
~ 
0 
;.. 
l.'l 
~ 
z 
0 
H 
:j 
::, 
"' 
11.8 74 70 80 
HT 0.0 
3.7 94 .90 93 
20.0 106 113 112 
TOTAL LITHIC 
FELDSPAR CLASTS 
LL M RL LL M 
49 54 47 75 75 
TABLE 8 
LOCALITY 5 
POINT COUNTING DATA 
OTHERS 
RL LL M RL 
73 2 1 0 
6 15 12 100 93 95 0 2 0 
8 7 12 84 80 76 2 0 0 
PLUTONIC 
LL M RL 
12 19 14 
12 9 10 
6 6 7 
LITHIC.CLASTS 
SEDI-
VOLCA."IIC MENTARY CHERT 
LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL 
2 3 1 7 6 9 54 47 49 
0 1 0 26 20 27 62 63 58 
0 0 1 18 21 11 60 53 57 
"' 0 
\,~iJts · 
TABLE 9 
LOCALITY 6 
POINT COUNTING DATA 
LITHIC CLASTS 
TOTAL LITHIC $EDI-
QUARTZ FELDSPAR CLASTS OTHERS PLUTONIC VOLCANIC MENTARY CHERT 
-
LEVEL LL M RL LL ll RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL 
;,: 20, 1 64 76 74 46 39 49 86 80 76 4 4 1 27 22 19 7 4 8 5 5 2 47 49 47 
"" 
"' f:; ;:, 16,0 72 
"" 
69 68 46 55 47 81 73 84 1 3 1 20 28 28 6 7 9 4 2 6 51 36 41 
..., 
"' z 5.6 101 77 85 22 40 33 63 83 82 14 0 0 12 18 13 1 5 3 3 10 8 47 50 59 H 
... 
z 
"' "' 
"' 
..... 
HT 0.0 
~ 9.1 121 112 111 7 11 13 69 75 71 3 2 s 6 6 8 1 0 0 17 11 13 45 58 so H 
... 
:s 
i;i 
f;; 11.1 92 126 112 15 10 9 92 63 80 1 1 0 10 9 8 2 0 1 12 11 12 69 43 58 
),< 
"' 
"' 5 34. 6 119 122 118 10 9 12 68 69 69 3 0 1 3 6 5 0 0 0 4 14 B 61 49 56 
z 
0 
H 
~ 54.5 
!9. 
65 65 69 33 33 27 102 102 102 0 0 2 9 14 14 2 3 3 12 22 16 79 62 69 
TABLE 10 
LOCALITY 7 
POINT COUNTING DATA 
LITHIC CLASTS 
TOTAL LITl!IC SED1-
QUARTZ FELDSPAR CLASTS OTHERS PLUTONIC VOLCANIC MENTARY CHERT 
LEVEL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL .M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL LL M RL 
28.4 50 63 63 62 45 63 84 91 73 4 1 2 27 18 27 7 1 5 4 4 5 46 68 36 
g 23.5 64 64 73 62 60 41 70 73 84 3 3 2 22 20 19 4 2 3 5 7 5 39 44 47 
i fi: 11. 0 58 62 49 68 55 63 68 76 83 6 7 5 26 25 22 5 6 9 3 5 6 34 40 46 
"' I:: 7.0 26 18 24 8 48 44 "' 0 54 58 56 58 60 54 83 79 87 5 3 3 4 1 9 3 10 50 N 
"" ,-l 
"" z 3. 0 46 42 64 59 69 61 0 2 1 27 22 21 4 8 3 6 5 7 58 52 44 .... 95 87 75 
... 
r;i 
"' HT 0.0 
. 
a: 
::,: 
"' 
9.1 85 105 108 12 15 8 100 80 80 0 0 4 11 15 10 0 0 0 5 8 7 84 57 63 
[:l 
'-' 
z 12.l 98 86 92 10 11 8 91 103 100 1 0 0 0 17 21 26 1 0 0 5 4 14 68 76 60 
H 
,-l 
,-l 
::, 
"" 
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QUARTZ/FELDSPAR RATIOS 
Tables 12-19 list the quartz/feldspar ratios by level in the 
Bullion Greek and Sentinel Butte Fonnations. Refer to appendix G for 
an explanation of "LL", "M", and "RL". 
The LL, M, and RL quartz/feldspar ratios within each sampling 
level give an indication of variability within the level. Note the 
occurrence of key marker beds at each locality, and how quartz/feldspar 
ratios are governed by their occurrence within a formation. As applied 
here, DGS is the dark gray sand of the Bullion Greek Fonnation; BS is 
the basal sand of the Sentinel Butte Formation; BB refers to the blue 
bed of the Sentinel Butte Formation; and both LYB and UYB refer to the 
lower and upper yellow beds, respectively, of the Sentinel Butte Forma-
tion. HT is used here, as in appendix A, to designate the HT Butte bed 
at the upper contact of the Bullion Greek Formation. Further treatment 
of quartz/feldspar ratios is illustrated in Figure 4. 
'p,,,,/.,.· 
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TABLE 12 
LOCALITY 1 
QUARTZ/FELDSPAR RATIOS 
LEVEL LL M RL MEAN 
:a: 
37.l 0.67 0.62 0.54 0.61 
0 
H 28. 7 0.54 j 0.43 0.55 0.51 16.4 BS 0.53 0,57 0.58 0.56 
"" 0-l 12.3 BS 0.32 0.50 0.52 0.44 
'"' 
'"' ;::, 
"' ~ 
9.2 BS 0.44 o. 54 0.44 0.48 
:a: 6.1 BS o. 73 0.69 0.58 0.67 H 
t "' 
"' P<l 0.0 HT 
"' 
12.2 0.91 0.91 0.96 0.93 
21.2 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 
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0 
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TABLE 13 
LOCALITY 2 
QUARTZ/FELDSPAR RATIOS 
LEVEL LL M RL MEAN 
~ 46.2 0.68 0.69 0. 78 0.72 0 
"' 
el i:: 21. 3 o. 72 o. 72 0.70 Q. 71 ::, 
"" ~ 8.1 BS 0.59 0.57 0,70 0.62 z >-< 
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'° ~ " 0 
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TABLE 14 
LOCALITY 3 
QUARTZ/FELDSPAR RATIOS 
LEITEL LL M RL MEAN 
z 18. 8 BS 0.68 o. 61 0. 70 0.68 
0 
H 
.... 
~ 16.3 BS o. 72 0.67 0.81 o. 73 
0 
"' 
"1 I:.: 15. 2 BS 0.73 0.63 0.70 0.69 
D p:, 
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~ 
l:l 
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TABLE 15 
LOCALITY 4 
QUARTZ/FELDSPAR RATIOS 
LL M 
0.80 o. 70 
o. 74 0. 71 
0.66 0.66 
0.95 0.95 
RL 
0.69 
0.67 
0.72 
0.90 
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TABLE 17 
LOCALITY 6 
UARTZ/FELDSPAR RATIOS. 
-
---
LEVEL LL M RL MEAN 
6 20.1 0.58 0.66 0.60 0.61 
H 
H 
~ o 16.0 0.61 0.56 0.59 0.59 
"" 
"' H 
H 5.6 BS 0,82 0.66 o. 72 0.73 :::, 
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..., 
"' z 0.0 HT H 
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TABLE 18 
LOCALITY 7 
QUARTZ/FELDSPAR RATIOS 
LEVEL LL M RL MEAN 
15 28. 4 o. 45 0.58 0.50 0.51 
H 
~ 
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0 23.5 0.51 o. 51 0.64 0.55 
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TABLE 19 
LOCALITY 8 
QUARTZ/FELDSPAR RATIOS 
M 
0.83 
0.65 
0.79 
o. 73 
RL MEAN 
0.90 0.87 
0,63 0.65 
o. 79 . 0.81 
I-' 
0 
w 
o. 74 0. 75 
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EXPLANATION OF SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS 
Figure 5 shows the method by which samples were assigned a number. 
At this locality (Locality 5, Scoria Point Northwest), sandstones were 
sampled at three levels. 
The basic elements of a typical identification assignment number 
are given as; 
5-BC3. 7M where 
5 is the locality number for the Scoria Point 
Northwest section (Figure 2) 
llC 
3.7 
M 
is the formation from which the samples were 
collected (Bullion Creek) 
is the distance, in meters, below the HT Butte 
bed where the sample was collected 
signifies that the sample collected was midway 
between two adjacent samples collected from the 
same level .. 
0 LL" and 0 RLn refer to 0 left lateral" and '*right lateral_. samples~ Hence, 
each level of sampling has three representative samples, LL, M, and RL. 
In all cases, except at Locality 8 (McKenzie Breaks), the HT 
Butte bed served as a reference level. At McKenzie Breaks, the blue bed 
served as reference level. 
' !,: 
~a r 
Fig. 5. Diagram 
numbers to the samples. 
Locality 5, Scoria Point 
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showing the sampling method and 
Reference level is the HT Butte 
Northwest section. 
assignment of 
lignite bed, 
~ 
i 
l;; 
f:l LL M RL 
5 :.::'.o·.-.:n:<o'.':'. 
"' 
,-:i 
~ 
~ 
"' 
"' 
I I I I 
LL M RL 
.·.: :\,;i:.:·:o-,:: :a:::·: 
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0.0 
o.o 
5-SB 11.8 
HT Butte Bed 
5-BC 3.7 
5-BC 20.0 
APPENDIX D 
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Abbreviations used in the description of lithologic units are 
given below. 
about abt interbedded intbd 
above abv iron Fe 
abundant abnd laminated lam 
and & light lt 
angular ang lignitic lig 
bed bd medium med 
black blk meter m 
blue bl mottled mot 
brown bn orange orng ,, 
calcareous calc oxidized oxd 
carbonaceous carb olive olv 
cemented cmtd parting(s) ptng(s) 
centimenter cm popcorn popcn 
concretions cone purple pur 
concretionary concy rounded rd 
cross-bedded xbd sandy sdy 
cross-bedding xbdg sediment sed 
cross-laminations xlam shale(y) sh 
coarse crse siltstone sltst 
crystals xls silty slty 
dark dk small sm 
.:11 diameter dia smooth smo 
fine fn sorted srt 
fissile fsl textured tex 
formation fm thin th 
fossil fos vegetation veg 
fracture fctr very V 
fragment(s) frag (s) weathered wthrd 
grained grd weathering wthrg 
gray gy weathers wthrs 
green gn white wh 
hard hd with w 
yellow yel 
. 
-4"' 
75 
; 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Andrews Creek North (1-BC) 
LOCATION: NW & S~ SE Sec. 17, Tl40N, Rl02W, Billings County, N.D. 
BY: Mark A. Steiner 
THICKNESS 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION 797.4 m 
2,615 ft 
UNIT (Meters) INTERVAL LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Top 
49 5.4 
48 1. 9 
47 2.3 
46 2.1 
45 4.9 
44 o.s 
43 1.6 
42 1.9 
41 2.1 
40 3.1 
39 1.6 
38 o.7 
of·'section 
77.4-82.8 
75.5-77.4 
73.2-75.S 
71.1-73.2 
66.2-71.1 
65.7-66.2 
64.1-65.7 
62. 2-64.1 
60.1-62.2 
57 .0-60.1 
• 
55.4-57.0 
54. 7-55.4 
Bullion Creek Formation 
"Scoria": formed from burning of the 
HT Butte bed; angular clasts; steep 
slopes; irregular thickness throughout 
area; forms resistant caprock over 
rest of section~ 
Clay: slty; lt gy fresh, gy-wh wthrd; 
loose consolidation. 
Silt: gy-bn; moderate slopes. 
Clay: dk gy; scattered limonitic 
staining; gummy. 
Silt: gy-tan; loose consolidation. 
Sand: v fn; slty; loose consolidation; 
slightly calc. 
Sandstone; v calc; tan-gy; highest ledge 
former below top of section; similar in 
appearance to unit 39; ripple xlam. 
Silt: sdy; gy; Fe-stone cone & selenite 
xls on outcrop face. 
Clay: slty; olv-bn fresh, popcn & 
dessicated surface; scattered Fe-stain 
stringers .. 
Clay: slty; gy; selenite xls imbedded 
in unit. 
Sandstone: fn to v fn; slty, v calc; 
sm scale fluvial ripple xlam; sm cliff-
former~ 
Lignite: blk; broken to splinters and 
powdery on surface. Meyer bed. 
·' 
., 
,, 
,l 
-~ 
'I 
' 
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SECTION: Andrews Creek North, Continued 
UNIT 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
29 
28 
27 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL 
2.2 
0.5 
1.6 
o. 7 
0.7 
3.1 
0.7 
6.6 
4.5 
0.3 
1.0 
52.5-54.7 
52.0-52.5 
50.4-52.0 
49.7-50.4 
49.0-49.7 
45.9-49.0 
45.2-45.9 
38.6-45.2 
34.1-38.6 
33.8-34 .1 
32.8-33.8 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
~---------
Silt: clayey; gy to gy-orng; hd dk red 
Fe-stone cone resemble "scoria, 11 except 
for smo surface. 
Clay: tan to dk-bn fresh, lt tan-wh 
wthrd; papen dessicated surface. 
Silt: gy-bn; poorly consolidated; 
resembles loess even when fresh. 
Clay: olv-gy fresh, wh papen wthrd 
surface; dessicated. 
Silt: clayey; tan-gy; loose. 
Clay: slty; olv-gy w orng Fe-stain 
fresh, tan-wh papen wthrd; dessicated 
surface; selenite xls on surface; 
siltstone ledge less than 0.1 m thick 
abt 0.5 m below upper contact. 
Lignite: dk bn to blk; wthrd. Garner 
Creek(?) bed. 
Clay: slty; gy-orng near base of unit, 
dk gy near top; dessicated near base; 
massive upper 3.6 m. 
Sand: fn to v fn; slty; dk gy w orng Fe-
stain at irregular levels; scattered sm 
round yel-orng Fe-stone cone; some trough-
shaped bedding lower contact, ripple 
scale upper contact; fines upward, This 
sand and the overlying clay unit are much 
darker than other units, and represent 
the steepest slopes in the section. 
Lignite: dk bn; sm plant clasts and carb 
lower contact; fsl upper contact; yel ja-
rosite upper contact. 
Clay: slty in contact w underlying unit, 
less slty higher up; gy to olv-gy fresh, 
lt papen wthrd surface; calc; scattered 
lig clasts upper contact w minor yel 
clayey jarosite. 
: ! 
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SECTION: Andrews Creek North, Continued 
UNIT 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
THICKNESS 
(!-IE'.ters) INTERVAL 
1.4 31.4-32. 8 
3.8 27. 6-31. 4 
1.5 26.1-27.6 
1.3 24. 8--26.1 
0.4 24.4-24.8 
0.8 
1.8 21. 8-23. 6 
0.2 21. 0-21. a 
1.0 20. 6-21. 6 
1.2 19.4-20.6 
0.2 19.2-19.4 
1.4 17.8-19.2 
LO 16.8-17.8 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Siltstone; tan to gy; orng Fe-stain; 
splintery wthrd surface; conchoidal 
fracture; well sorted; float rock lit-
ters slopes of underlying units making 
footing treacherous; forms ledge ~esis-
tant to wthrg. 
Clay: slty; dk charcoal gy-gn fresh, 
tan-wh wthrd; popcn surface; sm dessica-
tion cracks; many Fe-stone ledges 0.1 m 
apart; moderate slopes. 
Silt: bn fresh, gy to bn wthrd; loose 
and powdery wthrd. 
Clay: olv-bn; papen surface; dessica-
tion cracks, sm log cone; many selenite 
xls litter slope. 
Lignite: dk bn to blk; wthrd and pow-
dery; scattered yel jarosite stringers. 
Silt: clayey; bn-gy fresh, lt gy wthrd; 
surface littered w unit 22 lig chips. 
Clay: slty; olv-gy w orng Fe-oxide stain; 
dessicated papen surface; gummy; carb 
clasts upper contact. 
Lignite: dk bn to blk & wthrd, minor 
jarosite stringers. 
Silt: soft; gy to bn; v gentle slopes. 
Clay: olv-gy; sm soft Fe-stone £rags; 
scattered yel jarosite stringers; gummy. 
Silt: tan to gy; resistant to wthrg, sm 
ledge former. 
Clay: bn to olv-gy fresh, tan-wh wthrd; 
popcn surface; dessicated; moderate slopes. 
Silt: clayey; med bn fresh, tan wthrd, 
numerous sm (1-2 cm) Fe cone, some w 
clayey gray centers; near vertical slope 
former .. 
' 
'! 
Ii 
I 
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SECTION: Andrews Creek North, <;:ontinued 
Tl!ICKNESS 
UNIT_.(Meters)- INTERVAL 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0.4 
0.3 
2.6 
1.4 
0.2 
0.3 
Ll 
3.4 
0.6 
1.2 
1. 3 
1.3 
2.7 
16.4-16.8 
16.1-16.4 
13.5-16.1 
12.1-13.5 
11. 9-12.1 
11.6-11.9 
10. 5-11.6 
7.1-10.5 
6.5-7.1 
5.3-6.S 
4. 0-5. 3 
2.7-4.0 
0-2.7 
LIT!IOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
--~-------·· 
Clay: charcoal gy; scattered orng Fe-
stain; sticky an<l gummy surface. 
Lignite: dk bn to blk; fsl th beds 
wthrg to loose powder on surface. 
Silt: tan w occasional Fe-stain. 
Clay: v slty; olv-gy w much scattered 
orng Fe-stain; dessicated popcn wthrg 
surface; selenite xls wthrg at surface. 
Silt: olv-gy w orng & wthrd Fe cone; 
bench former. 
Clay: gy to olv-bn, wthrs tan-wh; popcn 
surface; v calc_ 
Silt: tan to yel-gy; soft orng Fe-cone; 
massive bedding. 
Clay: v slty; yel-gy wthrg to wh lumpy 
popcn Surface; well-formed dessication 
cracks; calc. 
Shale: slty; lt gy; th bedded; fsl; 
consolidation poor; calc. 
Sandstone: slty; highly calc; ledge-
forrner, hd & resistant; fluvial ripple 
xbds preserved in place. 
Silt: clayey; tan; massive; sm fluvial 
ripples top of unit. 
Clay: slty near top of unit; bn fresh, 
wthrs to wh popcn surface; v calc. 
Covered interval: loose sed; grass & 
low shrubs. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 714.6 m 
2,344 ft 
Jj,, 
--ij 
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SECTION !\ND REFERENCE NUMBER: Andrews Creek South (1-SB) 
LOCATION: SE SW Sec. 31, T140N, Rl02W, Billings County, N.D. 
BY: Mark A. Steiner ELE\'ATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 857 .6 m 
2,813 ft 
UNIT 
11!.ICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL LITl!OLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
6.0 
1.3 
1. 3 
1.6 
0.9 
1.4 
4.6 
1.4 
0.2 
1.1 
26.7 
40.5-46.5 
39. 2-40. 5 
37.9-39.2 
36.3-37.9 
35.4-36.3 
34. 0-35. 4 
29.4-34.0 
28.0-29.4 
27.8-28.0 
26.7-27.8 
0-26. 7 
Sentinel Butte Formation 
Covered interval: wthrd silt and clay; 
th topsoil; short grass & shrubs. 
Clay: slty; rust-bn fresh, lt orng 
wthrd; steep sloped. 
Clay: slty; olv-bn fresh, tan-bn wthrd; 
gentle sloped. 
Sand: v fn; slty; clayey; gy to olv-gy; 
steep sloped. 
Silt: gy-bn fresh, lt bn wthrd; v soft. 
Clay: dk bn to olv-bn; selenite xls 
litter slope. 
Silt: bn to tan; has gy calc cone; sm 
ledge halfway up unit. 
Sand: v fn, slty; gy to olv-gy; steep 
sloped. 
Clay: slty; bn-gy; sticky. 
Siltstone: lt gy; calc, ledgelike abv 
sand unit. 
Sand: fn to med; slty; med gy w red-gy 
coloration abv burned HT Butte bed; trough-
shaped xbd w sm lig clas ts on fore set lam; 
calc lens-shaped cone, many concy ledges 
of Fe-stone; very steep slopes4 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 811.1 m 
2,661 ft 
11' 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Red Hills (2-BC) 
LOCATION: Secs. 27, 28, 33, 34, Tl37N, Rl03W, Golden Valley County, N.D. 
BY: Jack W. Crawford, 1965 
UNIT 
40 
39 
38 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 
32 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL 
2.1 56.2-58.3 
3.1 53.1-56.2 
1.3 51. 8-53.1 
4.9 46. 9-51. 8 
1.2 45. 7-46. 9 
1.8 43. 9-45. 7 
0.3 43.6-43.9 
0.2 43.4-43.6 
2.9 40.5-43.4 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 873.8 m 
2,865 ft 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Bullion Creek Formation 
"Scoria'': developed from burning of the 
HT Butte Lignite. Contains three ash 
beds, the basal one is 0.3 m thick, the 
second is 8 cm thick & 0.3 m abv the first, 
the third ash is 23 cm thick & 0.4 m abv 
the second. 
Claystone: slty; calc; med gy, wthrs 
yel-gy w some wh sulfate on the surface. 
V compact; a few friable limonite cone. 
Siltstone: clayey; calc; finely lam; 
lt gy, wthrs a mot gy; weakly consoli-
dated shale ptngs. 
Claystone: slty; lt olv-gy w th bands 
of yel-orng; wthrs v lt gy w "popcn" 
surface and sulfate coating. V compact, 
blocky fracture;convoluted bdg. 
Silstone: clayey; calc; yel-bn; wthrs 
yel-gy w smo surface; weakly consoli-
dated; case hardened. 
Claystone: slty; calc; yel-gy, wthrs 
same w 11 popcn" surface« V compact, crse~ 
blocky fracture. 
Siltstone: calc; yel-gy, wthrs yel-gy; 
weakly consolidated but case hrdened; 
friable limonite cone. 
Claystone: slty; ycl-bn, wthrs same. 
Compact, shaley ptngs, w lig on ptngs 
of gypsum; friable limonite cone. 
Lignite: Meyer; 
One starts 15 cm 
1. 3 m abv base. 
selenite~ 
two 10 cm shale ptngs. 
abv base, the second 
Slope former; abnd 
SECTION: Red Hills, Continued 
UNIT 
31 
30 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
THICKNESS 
(Met.ers) INTERVAL 
0.2 40. 3-40. S 
2.0 38.3-40.3 
2.1 36.2-38.3 
0.2 36.0~36.2 
0.2 35. 8-36. 0 
1.8 34. 0-35. 8 
1.6 32.4-34.0 
1. 8 30.6-32.4 
1.1 29.5-30.6 
0.2 29.3-29.5 
0.8 28.5-29.3 
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LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Clayst.one: slty; med-dk gy, wt.hrs same; 
v compact, blocky fracture; abnd plant 
stem frags & vertical root remains; 
selenite. 
Siltstone: sdy; calc; yel-gy, wthrs yel-
gy; case hardened in beds 2-15 cm thick 
alternating w siltstone; clayey; calc; 
v fn grd; med gy, wthrs same. Blocky 
fracture. 
Clays tone: 
dusky yel; 
material. 
slty; calc; lt olv-bn; wthrs 
compact, shale ptng; lig plant 
Claystone:. slty; med gy, wthrs yel-gy. 
Compact, v sharp upper & lower contacts. 
Claystone: calc; gy-orng, wthrs yel-gy 
w sulfate staining. V compact, blocky 
fracture; plant remains. 
Siltstone: calc; lt 
Poorly consolidated; 
more friable upward. 
few pyrite nodules. 
bn, wthrs yel-gy. 
finely lam. Becomes 
0 Loglike" cone, & a 
Claystone; slty; med-dk gy, wthrs v lt 
gy w mot appearance. Weakly consolidated. 
Several th lig ptngs & shaly bedded. 
Siltstone: sdy; calc; coarser grd at 
top; yel-bn, wthrs yel-gy; weakly consoli-
dated; sm limonite cone. 
Claystone: Alternating w siltstone; lam of 
clay are dusky yel which wthr v lt gy. 
The siltstone is a calc lt yel-bn, wthrs 
yel-gy; compact. Claystone is blocky & 
siltstone is case hardened. 
Lignite: sooty near top; contains yel 
clay and limonite. 
Siltstone: clayey; calc; lt yel-bn, wthrs 
yel-gy. Weakly consolidated. Plant stem, 
leaf 6 root molds. 
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SECTION: Red Hills, Continued 
THICKNESS 
UNIT (Meters) INTERVAL LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
---'-'===~--------- ------
20 5.0 
19 1.5 
18 0.3 
17 1.0 
16 1.9 
15 0.4 
14 0.3 
13 1.2 
12 1.8 
11 1.8 
10 2.7 
23. 5-28. 5 
22.0-23.5 
21. 7-22. 0 
20. 7-21. 7 
18.8-20.7 
18.4-18.8 
18.1-18.4 
16.9-18.1 
15.1-16.9 
13. 3-15.1 
10.6-13.3 
Claystone: slty; Cale; lt olv-gy, wthrs 
v lt gy w several dk gy bands. V compact; 
some shaly ptng but mostly blocky; grada-
tional lower contact; sharp upper contact~ 
Siltstone: calc; yel-gy, wthrs yel-gy. 
Weakly consolidated. Lam in lower two-
th1rds; gradat1onal upper contact. Fos 
locality 7? 
Claystone: slty; olv-gy, wthrs v lt gy 
but is reddish-pur at the base w abt 5 
cm sooty lignite. Compact, Abnd plant 
stem molds. 
Claystone: slty; calc; gy-orng, wthrs 
yel-gy w a crse "popcn11 surface, & wh 
sulfate staining. V compact. 
Claystone: med bl-gy, wthrs med-dk gy w 
polygonal wthrg surface. Compact, shaly 
ptng w lig plant material. 
Shale: slty; calc; gy-red, wthrs same; 
weakly consolidated; more fsl at top. 
Slumps over underlying lignite. 
Lignite: shaly; contains yel & bn shales. 
Weakly consolidated; exposure slumped over 
and obscure~ 
Clays tone: 
gy.clay abt 
lig ptngs. 
slt y; alternating bn, red & 
5 to 10 cm thick; th (2.5 cm) 
Beds thinly lam. 
Siltstone: sdy; calc; yel-gy, wthrs yel-
gy w smo wthrg surface. Weakly consoli-
dated; case hardened; caps ridge. Grada-
tional upper contact. 
Siltstone: clayey; calc; alternating 
bn slty clay 6 gy siltstone in 2.5 to 5 
cm bands. Weakly consolidated; case 
hardened. 
Claystone: slty; med-gy, wthrs lt gy. 
V compact; basal meter contains anastomiz-
ing bn claystone; upper part slightly 
darker. 
SECTION: Red Hills, Gon~inued_ 
UNIT 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
THICKNESS 
{Meters) INTERVAL 
1.5 9.1-10-6 
1. 3 7.8-9.1 
0.9 6.9-7.8 
0.7 6.2-6.9 
1. 2 5.0-6.2 
0.9 4.1-5.0 
0.6 3.5-4.1 
2.1 1.4-3. 5 
1.4 0-1.4 
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Shale: slty; calc; bn-gy, wthrs lt bn-gy. 
Weakly consolidated; v fsl limestone len-
ses {which range up to 2 min dia) occur 
at this h.orizon~ 
Claystone: slty; calc; alternating med-
gy & bn-gy claystone which wthrs to v lt 
gy due to sulfate stain. V compact; knob-
by surface. 
Claystone: slty; med gy & bn-gy which 
wthrs to med gy. V compact; resistant 
limonite pebbles. 
Claystone: slty; pale bn, wthrs v lt gy 
due to sulfate stain. V compact, breaks 
into sm (l.S cm) ang blocks. 
Claystone: slty; med gy, wthrs same, w 
"papen" surface; v compact; bentonitic. 
Claystone: slty; calc; med gy w some yel-
bn clay that wthrs to resistant limonite 
pebbles. Bed v compact & limestone lenses 
{which range up to 2 min dia) occur at 
this horizon. 
Claystone: slty; calc; lt gy, wthrs yel-
gy w resistant limonite pebbles. V com-
pact, rough surface~ 
Sandstone: slty; calc; v fn 
wthrs yel-gy w smo surface. 
sm (10 cm) limonitic cone. 
grd; gy-orng, 
Case hardened; 
Claystone: slty; calc; dk yel-orng, wthrs 
yel-gy; weakly consolidated; finely lam w 
slty layers; plant stem frags. Fossil 
locality 5, 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 815.5 m 
2,674 ft 
Li 
' 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Bullion Butte (5-SB) 
LOCATION: Sec. 13, Tl37N, Rl03W, Goldet1 Valley County, N.D. 
llY: Jack W. Crawford, 1965 
THICKNESS 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 944.8 m 
3,099 ft 
UNIT _~(-M_e_t_er_s~· )~ __ I_N_TERV.:=A"'L __ _:L:.:I:..:Til=O=LOGI C DESCRIP_T_IO_N _____ . 
Tof' of Section 
23 0.7 72.1-72.8 
22 1. 7 70.4-72.1 
21 3.9 66.5-70.4 
20 1.1 65.4-66.5 
19 5.3 60.1-65.4 
18 1.4 58.7-60.1 
17 1.9 56. 8-58. 7 
16 1.1 55. 7-56.8 
15 19.0 36.7-55.7 
Sentinel Butte Formation 
Siltstone: sdy; clayey; variegated gy-
red & lt olv-gy on fresh surface. Com-
pact, plant stem imprints. 
Sandstone: lt bn; fn to med grd; wthrs 
lt bn; poorly consolidated; abnd dk 
minerals; massive bedded; case hardened. 
Sandstone: slty (in upper part); fn grd; 
gy-orng, wthrs orng-gy. V friable on 
fresh surface. V thick bedded. Resis-
tant limonitic siltstone in upper 8 cm. 
Lignite: well developed; hd; blk; blocky 
w two ptngs. One, a sandstone 5 cm thick 
0.3 m abv base, the second a shale 8 cm 
higher, also 5 cm thick. No under clay. 
Sandstone: slty {more at top); calc, fn· 
to med grd; moderate yel-orng, wthrs yel-
gy; poorly consolidated; many dk miner-
als; becomes finer grd, more gy and resis-
tant upward. Case hardened. 
Siltstone: clayey; variegated pale yel-
orng w minor th beds of med-dk gy, wthrs 
yel-orng-gy. Unctuous. 
Lignite: minor amount of dissemninated 
clay. Pyrite nodules in upper 15 cm. 
Siltstone: clayey; calc; pale yel-orng-
bn, wthrs yel-gy. Poorly consolidated, 
finely lam w dk bn slty clay. Sm (8 cm 
in dia), friable, limonite cone. Friable 
on fresh surface~ 
Sandstone: med grd; moderate yel, wthrs 
moderate yel-bn. Poorly consolidated; v 
unifonn, massive bedded; some xbd appears 
on wthrd surface. Massive cone w limonite 
and calc cement 8 m abv base. Steep (65°) 
slope former. Rare ganoid fish scales. 
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SECTION: Bullion Butte, Continued 
UNIT 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL 
1.3 35.4-36.7 
2.5 32.9-35.4 
3.6 29.3-32.9 
1. 7 27.6-29.3 
2.1 25.5-27.6 
1.6 23. 9c..25.5 
5.2 18.7-23.9 
2.3 16.4-18.7 
1. 7 14.7-16.4 
14.0-14.7 
2.7 11. 3-14. 0 
Ll'l'HOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
----------
Lignite: many impurities; shale ptng 
0.5 m abv base; yel clay; selenite. 
Shale: clayey; sl calc; olv-gy, wthrs 
lt-gy w steep slopes. Fsl; abnd selenite, 
plant fos. More shaley & more plant 
remains under lig~ 
Claystone: slty; calc; lt olv-gy, wthrs 
yel-gy w a smo surface. Poorly consoli-
dated; some shale ptngs; friable limonconc. 
Siltstone: clayey; calc; moderate yel-
bn, wthrs pale yel-bn w a rough surface. 
Poorly consolidated. Flows over under-
lying strata .. 
Siltstone: clayey; calc; lt olv-gy, wthrs 
yel-gy w weak slopes. Th intbd darker 
siltstone. Friable on fresh surface. 
Siltstone: sdy, clayey; calc; bn-gy, 
wthrs yel-gy w a rough surface. Several 
th (2.5-5 cm) pale yel-orng beds at top 
and bottom. Friable on fresh surface. 
Sm (8 cm in dial limonite cone. 
Sandstone: slty, clayey; calc; v fn grd; 
med ly gy, wthrs same. Upward mot w pale 
yel-orng. Massive bedded, case hardened; 
steep (65°) slope former. Yel-orng cone 
(15-25 cm in dia). 
Siltstone: calc; yel-gy w th beds of pale 
yel-orng, whole bed ,nhrs yel-gy. Compact 
v sharp upper contact; plant stem fos. 
Shale: slty; gy-red, wthrs pale pur-gy 
w several beds of lt-gy. Papery splitting; 
weak slope former; plant fos. 
Lignite: good quality; blk lig w a 
blocky fracture. Minor limonitic clay. 
Siltstone: clayey; calc; med gy, wthrs 
lt gy w a cracked polygonal surface. Poorly 
consolidated;structureless; few plant stern 
fos. 
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SECTION: Bullion Butte, Continued 
UNIT 
3 
2 
1 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL 
------
0.2 11.1-11. 3 
3.0 8 .1-11.1 
8.1 0-8.l 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
----
Claystone: slty; calc; dk yel-orng. V 
compact; blocky fracture; plant stem 
molds. 
Claystone: slty; calc; dy gy, wthrs 
yel-gy w a rough surface. Compact, 
crse shale ptngs. High amount of 
swelling clay. 
Sandstone: slty, clayey; calc; fn grd; 
yel-gy v th intbd dk yel-bn clay. Bed 
wthrs yel-gy w a rough case hardened 
surface. Steep (70") slopes; slumps 
and flows over underlying (HT Butte) 
lig. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 872.0 m 
2,858 ft 
' 
' 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Davis Creek (3-BC) 
LOCATION: NE & SE NW Sec. 13, T139N, Rl02W, Billings County, N.D. 
BY: Mark A. Steiner ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 819.2 m 
2,686 ft 
THICKNESS 
U_N_I_T~~~(M_eters~)~~I_N_T_E_R_V_A_L~~~L_I~T~H~O~L"-OGIC DESCRIPTION 
38 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
Top of Section 
12. 5 
11.2 
2.3 
3.0 
o. 9 
1.5 
1.6 
0.5 
0.2 
55.7-68.2 
44.5-55.7 
42.2-44.5 
39.2-42.2 
38.3-39.2 
36.8-38.3 
35.2-36.8 
34.7-35.2 
34. 5-34. 7 
Bullion Creek Formation 
11 Scoria11 : formed from the burning of 
the HT Butte bed; lt pink wthrd, lt to 
dk pur-red fresh; litters lower slope-
wash unit w fn to crse gravel; massive 
resistant caprock over entire section. 
Similar to massive scoria formations in 
the Scoria Point area of Theodore Roose-
velt National Memorial Park. 
Covered interval: mostly fn to v fn grd 
slopewash sed; tan-gy, th topsoil w grass 
and few shrubs; gentle slopes; littered 
with scoria from overlying unit; indefi-
nite lower contact, sharp upper contact~ 
Clay: slty, esp. lower contact; gy-bn; 
poorly consolidated; much selenite at 
wthrg interface; indefinite upper con-
tact; grades into overlying colluvial 
slopewash sed. 
Silt: clayey; gy & compact wet, loose 
dry; selenite xls litter slope at wthrg 
interface; slopewash over underlying 
Meyer bed. 
Lignite: blk; vitreous & good quality 
fresh, powdery wthrd; minor yel jarosite 
ptngs; few scattered selenite xls. Heyer 
bed. 
Silt: gy-bn to bn; loose; gentle slopes. 
Clay: olv-gy fresh, popcn wthrd surface; 
steeper sloped than underlying clay unit; 
calc. 
Clay: gy to olv-gy fresh, lt tan wthrd 
surface; dessicated; sticky due to much 
swelling clay. 
Lignite: bn to blk; many carb wood frags; 
wthrs to a loose, crse powder. 
SECTION: Davis Creek, Continued 
UNIT 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL 
1. 7 32.8-34.5 
0.7 32.1-32.8 
0.6 31. 5-32.1 
0.4 31.1-31. 5 
1.1 30.3-31.1 
2.7 27. 3-30. 0 
0.5 26.8-27.3 
2.3 24.5-26.8 
0.6 23.9-24.5 
2.3 21. 6--23. 9 
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LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Clay: olv-gy fresh, lt tan w papen sur-
face wthrd; sl calc; many selenite xls. 
Silt: gy to bn-gy; well srt but poorly 
consolidated; fresh particles look like 
loess. 
Clay: olv-gy to gy; minor orng Fe-stain; 
lt tan popcn wthrd surface; lower contact 
sl carb. 
Lignite: bn-blk; v friable near wthrg 
surface; few yel jarosite flecks. 
Garner Creek(?) bed. 
Clay: slightly slty; olv-gy to gy fresh, 
w minor orng stain; dessicated lt popcn 
wthrg surface; calc. 
Silt: sdy; gy w gy-orng Fe-stain banding. 
Sm sandstone intbd ledge 0.2 m thick at 
1.6 m abv lower contact; many selenite 
xls common~ 
Sand: v fn; gy w orng staining & concen-
tric orng nodules; sl calc; color of unit 
similar to units 19, 21, and 22. 
Silt: gy w gy-bn bands at several levels 
of unit; two well-expressed Fe-stone 
ledges, lower one 0.8 m abv lower contact, 
upper one at top of unit. Fe-stone ledges 
responsible for steep slopes & hazardous 
footing. Similar in color to units 19 & 
20. 
Claystone: slty; splintery; orng to tan; 
,conchoidal fracture; well consolidated; 
forms sm, resistant ridges. Capped by 
FE-stone ledge. 
Clay: slty, sdy; few sm (3 cm) slty sand 
intbds near unit base, few slty clay 
intbds higher up in ur.it; dk gy to tan-
bn (grayer upward). Dessication cracks 
in siltier portion of unit; case hardened; 
moderate to steep slopes. Similar fresh & 
wthrd color to underlying sand. 
SECTION: Davis Creek, Continued 
UNIT 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) 
4.4 
0.1 
1.0 
1.5 
1.2 
1. 6 
0.5 
0.1 
2.3 
0.5 
1.1 
1.5 
INTERVAL 
17 .2-21.6 
17.1-17.2 
16.1-17.1 
14. 6-16.1 
13.4-14.6 
11.8-13.4 
11. 3-11. 8 
11. 2-11. 3 
8.9-11.2 
8.4-8.9 
7. 3-8. 4 
5.8-7.3 
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LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Sand: fn to v fn; slty; dk gy w several 
gy-orng Fe-stain bands at irregular 
levels; many wthrd Fe-stone cone which 
are concentric, other are hd & siliceous. 
Traces of med-large scale xbds. This 
unit is much darker than lower units; 
forms moderate to steep slopes. 
Lignite: dk bn to blk; broken into pow-
dery frags; selenite. Partly covered by 
slopewash sed. 
Clay: olv-gy fresh, tan-gy wthrd; sticky 
due to presence of swelling clays. 
Silt: clayey & v slightly sdy: gy-tan; 
grass scattered on gentle slopes. 
Sandstone: v fn; slty; lt gy-bn; calc; 
orng Fe-stain; th fluvial ripple xlam; 
hd & resistant; good ledge-former, con-
spicuous from distance as rocky ledge. 
Silt: gy-tan w many soft orng Fe-stone 
cone; gentle slopes. 
Clay: carb; olv-gy fresh, lt gy wthrd; 
carb near underlying lig; calc; papen 
wthrd surface; many selenite xls. 
Lignite: blk & th bedded; covered w 
clay slopewash from overlying unit. 
Silt: tan-gy; loose, poorly lithified; 
wthrs lt ·gy; many soft Fe-stone cone 
nodules which break easily; sm ledge-
former. 
Clay: olv-tan fresh, tan-gy wthrd; popcn 
wthrd surface; calc; moderate slopes. 
Siltstone: tan-gy; similar to underlying 
siltstones; calc; orng Fe-stain, good 
cliff-former; wthrd to resemble stair-
case; horizontal fracture planes present. 
Siltstone: sdy; gy to tan-gy; minor 
ripple xlam; flat top; hd & resistant; 
sm ledge-former. 
SECTION: Davis Creek, Continued 
THICKNESS 
UNIT~-. (Meters) _ _J:!,ITERVAL 
7 0.4 5.4-5.8 
6 0.4 5.0-5.4 
5 0.3 4. 7-5.0 
4 0.2 4.5-4.7 
3 0.3 4.2-4.5 
2 0.3 3.9-4.2 
1 3.9 0-3.9 
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LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
--- ---·-·--
Silt: tan-gy; poorly consolidated; does 
not form ledge; rilled at outcrop. 
Siltstone: lt gy to tan-gy; good con-
solitations; good am ledge former; 
resistant; calc. 
Silt: tan-gy poorly consolidated; 
easily wthrd; no ledge. 
Siltstone: slightly clayey; tan-gy, 
wthrs same; good consolidation; good 
ledge former; calc. 
Silt: tan-gy; poorly consolidated, 
easily wthrd in contrast to underlying 
unit~ 
Sandstone: slty tan-gy; v calc; hd 
surface; sm ripple xlam; good ledge 
former. 
Clay: slty; gy w orng stain; well 
srt; poorly consolidated; surface wh 
& dessicated; popcn: calc~ 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 751.0 m 
2,463 ft 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Sully Springs Southwest (3-SB) 
LOCATION: SE NE Sec. 15, TI39N, RI01W, Billings County, North Dakota 
BY: Mark A. Steiner ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 797.8 m 
2,617 ft 
UNIT 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL 
Top of Section 
5.3 19.7-25.0 
0.6 19.1-19.7 
0.9 18.2-19.1 
1. 7 16.5-18.2 
0.4 16.1-16.5 
0.4 15. 7-16.1 
1. 0 14.7-15.7 
0.7 14.0-14.7 
0.8 13. 2-14. 0 
0.4 12.8-13.2 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTIO~ 
Sentinel Butte Formation 
Covered interval: mostly vegetated 
slopewash sand, silt & clay; steep slopes 
cause very hazardous footing; numerous 
silicified & lignitized tree trunks & 
other plant remains (the Petrified Forest 
of the Sully Sprihgs area). 
Clay: slty; gy w orng Fe-stain; th lig 
stringer (less than 0.1 m thick} 0.4 m 
abv lower contact. 
Sand: v fn to fn; slty & clayey; gy fresh 
& wthrd; calc; scattered Fe-stone nodules. 
Silt: clayey; bn to bn-gy; v thick (0.3 m) 
Fe-stone ledge marks lower contact, other 
scattered soft & hard Fe-stone nodules 
at wthrg interface; moderate slopes. 
Sand: v fn; slty; gy w orng-gy Fe-stain; 
slightly calc; intbd lenses of poorly 
compacted clayey silt; v steep local 
slopes; case hardened. 
Silt; clayey; gy except for local orng 
Fe-stain; dessicated surface. 
Sand: v fn; slty, clayey; med-dk gy; 
poorly consolidated except for one sm 
ledge of v calc sandstone 0.4 m abv lower 
contact; several lenticular orng cone. 
Silt: clayey; bn to orng-gy; cracked, des-
sicated surface. Upper contact concy. 
Sand: v fn; slty & clayey; gy-bn; sl 
calc; many scattered round orng concy Fe-
stone balls. 
Silt: clayey; gy w gy-orng Fe-stain; 
Fe-stone cone ledge top of unit. 
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SECTION: Sully Springs Southwest, .C2nti.nue.,i 
THICK..'IESS 
.\iNIT __ (Meters) -· INTERVAL··- LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION~S __ 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0.7 
0.7 
0.4 
0.5 
4.6 
0. 7 
1.6 
0.6 
3.0 
12.1-12.8 
11.4-12.1 
11.0-11.4 
10.5-11.0 
5.9-10.5 
5.2-5.9 
3.6-5.2 
3.0-3.6 
0-3.0 
Sand: v fn; slty & clayey; gy to bn-gy 
fresh & wthrd; slightly calc; many 
scattered orng-red soft Fe-stone cone~ 
Clay: slty; gy fresh & wthrd; structure-
less; has rounded siliceous Fe-stone 
cone ledge abt halfway up unit. 
Siltstone: gy; v calc; forms sm ledges. 
Silt: clayey; gy w lt orng Fe-stain 
banding; steep slopes. 
Clay: slty 6 slightly sdy; med-dk gy w 
orng-gy banding of Fe-stain; four hd sili-
ceous Fe-stone ledges at irregular levels; 
many th slty sand or sdy silt intbds (less 
than 30 cm thick); sm dessication cracks 
at wthrg interface; steep slopes. 
Lignite: blk w vitreous luster fresh; 
powdery wthrd; fsl; sm jarosite stringer. 
Fairly persistent lithologic unit in 
area .. 
Clay: slty; gy to olv-gy fresh, med gy 
wthrd; orng Fe-stone ledge 0.8 m abv lower 
contact; much swelling clay in unit. 
Sand: v fn; slty & clayey; sl calc; gy 
to gy-bn. wthrd & fresh; several gy ledges 
of calc cone; lower contact gradational 
w underlying unit as intbds; orng to red 
siliceous Fe-stones lower contact; case 
hardened. 
Silt: clayey & slightly sdy; gy to dk 
gy; gy-orng Fe-stain bands, many siliceous 
Fe-conc;'wthrd surface gy-bn; steep. Occa-
sional th intbds of slty sand. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 772.8 m 
2,534 ft 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Paddock Creek (4-BC) 
LOCATION: SE SH Sec. 15, Tl40N, RlOlW, Billings County, North Dakota 
BY: Mark A. Steiner 
UNIT 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL 
Top of Section 
5.8 
2.9 
6.1 
0.7 
0.8 
0.6 
2.4 
0.6 
2.8 
1.6 
0.4 
3.9 
47.3-53.1 
44.4-47.3 
38.3-44.4 
37.6-38.3 
36.8-37.6 
36. 2-36.8 
33.8-36.2 
33.2-33.8 
30.4-33.2 
28. 8-30.4 
28.4-28.8 
24.5-28.4 
ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 770.1 m 
2,525 ft 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Bullion Creek Formation 
"Scoria": formed from burning of the HT 
Butte bed; bright red fresh, pink wthrd; 
litters lower slopes w gravel clinker; 
irregular thickness throughout area. 
Silt: 
Clay: 
fresh; 
xls at 
v well srt; gy; v steep slopes. 
slightly slty; tan-gy to olv-gy 
papen wthrd surface; few selenite 
wthrg face; moderate slopes. 
Silt: clayey at lower contact; tan-gy to 
lt tan fresh & wthrd; scattered selenite 
xls; moderate slope former. 
Lignite: blk; fsl; scattered yel jarosite 
stringers; uncommon selenite. Meyer bed. 
Clay: olv-gy fresh; scattered plant frags; 
mildly carb. 
Clay: slty; intbd w th silts; olv-tan to 
olv-gy; papen wthrd surface; th lig strin-
ger marks upper contact. 
Silt: dk gy-bn; v carb. 
Clay: slty, esp. middle of unit; olv-gy; 
lower contact has carb plant frags. 
Selenite xls v common. 
Clay: tan-gy to olv-gy fresh, papen wthrd 
surface; more carb upward; th lig at upper 
contact which is bn & fs. 
Lignite: blk fresh; fsl; powdery wthrd; 
minor yel jarosite and selenite xls. 
Silt: tan-gy; well consolidated lower 
0.7 m forming sm ledge; th intbd clay 
middle 1/3 of unit; moderate slopes. 
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SECTION: Paddock Greek, -~~1.:_tinued 
THICKNESS 
UNIT (Meters) 
9 1.2 
8 8.1 
7 1.5 
6 2. 6 
5 o. 6 
4 0.5 
3 0.4 
2 5.6 
1 4.0 
INTERVAL 
23.3-24.5 
15.2-23.3 
13.7-15.2 
11.1-13. 7 
10.5-11.1 
10.0-10.s 
9.6-10.0 
4.0-9.6 
0-4.0 
LITHOLOGIG DESCRIPTION 
-----~-·--·--
Sandstone: v fn to fn; slty upward; tan-
gy fresh, lt tan wthrd; calc cement. 
Sedimentary structures include fluvial 
ripple xlam, climbing ripple xlam, sig-
moidal to tangential foreset lam, few th 
slty flat beds, and convolute-type soft 
sed deformation structures (load struc-
tures?), esp. w overlying silt; forms sm 
cliffs. 
Glay: slty at base, less slty throughout; 
olv-gy fresh, lt tan to wh wthrd; few 
scattered fringes of Fe-stone cone.; minor 
claystone which is well consolidated; soft 
clay wthrs to a papen surface. 
Silt: slightly clayey, grading into clay 
near upper contact; th (few cm) lig up-
per contact; silt more carb w plant £rags 
near upper contact; gy; steep sloped~ 
Glay: slty; intbd w layers of clayey silt; 
unit has banded appearance. Whitish lay-
ers more clayey & calc w papen wthrd sur-
face, also orng stain; gy layers more 
silty w no papen. 
Silt: tan-gy to orng-yel; fairly well 
compacted fresh; resembles loess 0 blow-
dirt" wthrd; larger dessication polygons 
than underlying clay. 
Glay: slightly slty; olv-gy fresh, lt gy 
wthrd; dessicated surface; many selenite 
xls; slightly calc. 
Lignite: dk bn & splintery fresh, pow-
dery when wthrd. 
Glay: 
wthrd; 
slty. 
olg-gy to olv-bn fresh, tan-gy 
popcn wthrg surface; occasionally 
Many selenite slx. 
Covered interval: base of section at 
ephemeral stream bed; fluvial & alluvial 
slope-wash sed; th sail, grass & sage. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 717.0 m 
2,352 ft 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Buck Hill West (4-SB) 
LOCATION: SW NW Sec. 23, Tl40N, RlOlW, Billings County, North Dakota 
BY: ~ark A. Steiner ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 817.9 m 
2,683 ft 
THICKNESS 
UNIT~___,_(M~e~t~e~r~s~)~ INTERVAL 
Top of Section 
31 4.1 47. 3-51.4 
30 3.5 43.8-47.3 
29 0.1 43.7-43.8 
28 3.7 40.3-43.7 
27 0. 7 39.3-40.0 
26 0.8 38. 5-39. 3 
25 1.6 36.9-38.5 
24 1. 9 35.0-36.9 
23 1. 6 33.4-35.0 
LITHOLOCIC DESCRIPTION·-~----·--·-
Sentinel Butte F.ormation 
11 Scoria": formed from the burning of the 
Bullion Butte (?) lignite; lt orng-red; 
fn gravel clinker; slopewash sed & grass. 
Clay: slty; gy w resistant orng Fe-stone 
cone ledge at 0.5 m abv lower contact; 
many yel Fe-stone nodules 5-10 cm dia 
exposed at wthrg face; gentle slopes. 
Lignite: bn to blk; fsl; powdery at 
wthrg interface. 
Clay: slty; gy w numerous orng ledges 
of resistant Fe-stone; intbds of silt, 
esp. one which is calc, resistant, & 
forms a sm ledge at 1,9 m abv lower 
contact. Moderate slope; soft Fe-
stone nodules scattered. 
Sand, fn to v fn; slty & clayey; gy; 
locally v calc and concy; ripple tan-
gential to sigmoidal xlam; V th intbd 
clays; unit fines upward to clay. 
Clay: V slty; gy-bn w orng Fe-stain 
bands common; hd, resistant orng Fe-
st6ne ledge 0.5 m abv lower contact. 
Clay: slty; gy; sm dessication polygons 
w papen surface; carb near upper contact; 
th lig horizon marks upper contact. 
Sand: v fn; slty & clayey; th slty clay 
intbds common; gy to gy-bn; calc, esp. 
where sdy cone are found; few ripple xlam 
Coney layer forms resistant caprock. 
Clay: slty; gy; intbd w lenses of sand 
& silt usually less than 10 cm thick; 
forms v steep slopes. 
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SECTION: Buck Hill West, Continued 
THICKNESS 
UNIT (Meters) INTERVAL LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
-~--~.~=='---~-------- ------
22 0.3 
21 2.2 
20 1.2 
19 1.1 
18 0.3 
17 0.8 
16 o.s 
15 0.5 
14 1.5 
13 o.4 
12 1.4 
11 0.8 
33.1-33.4 
30.9-33.1 
29. 7-30.9 
28.6-29.7 
28. 3-28.6 
27 .5-28.3 
27.0-27.5 
26.5-27.0 
25.0-26.5 
24.6-25.0 
23. 2-24. 6 
22.4-23.2 
Siltstone: gy to bn; Fe-stained; calc; 
several ledges Fe-stone cone~ 
Clay: slty; gy to orng-gy; numerous 
sm Fe-stone ledges; popcn wthrg surface; 
precipitous slopes. 
Silt: gy to bn-gy; poorly consolidated 
lower contact, good consolidation upper 
contact; splintery masses & sm ledges 
upper contact. 
Sand: v fn to fn; yel-orng sdy Fe-stone 
nodules up to 0.2 min dia; rilled sur-
face; unit grades upward into silt. 
Lignite: bn to blk; wthrd & powdery; 
minor yel jarosite. 
Silt: sdy & clayey; mostly gy w gy-
orng band halfway abv lower contact; 
large dessication cracks. 
Silt: lt gy-bn; orng Fe-stone ledge 
lower contact~ orng Fe-stain upper con-
tact; tiny dessication polygons. 
Clay: med-gy; v sm dessication poly-
gons on wthrg surface; v carb plant 
frags upper contact. 
Silt: gy w ledge of orng siliceous Fe-
stone lo~er contact; scattered soft, round 
Fe-stone cone 5 cm in dia upper contact; 
minor selenite xls wthrg out of surface. 
Claystone: slty; gy; concy & forms a 
resistant ledge; Fe-stain throughout 
unit; splintery t:o conchoidal fracture. 
Clay: gy to bn w orng Fe-stone ledges 
at irregularly spaced intervals; minor 
silt intbds; moderate slopes. 
Silt: clayey; gy; dessicated surface; 
th lig horizon upper contact. 
I 
I 
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SECTION: Buck Hill West, Continued 
UNIT 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) 
1.6 
0.3 
1.9 
0.4 
0.9 
0.7 
5.4 
2.1 
3.0 
6.1 
INTERVAL 
20. 8-22. 1, 
20.5-20.8 
18.6-20.5 
18.2-18.6 
17.3-18.2 
16.6-17.3 
11.2-16.6 
9.1-11.2 
6.1-9.1 
0-6.1 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Silt: clayey; olv-orng-bn; round & 
dessicated botryoidal wthrg surface; 
massive bedded. 
Lignite: dk bn; shaly & fsl; "peacock" 
luster on some particles; breaks easily 
wthrd. 
Clay: slty & slightly sdy; gy; dessi-
cation polygons at wthrg face; srn yel 
Fe-cone scattered; calc gy-wh material 
scattered. 
Lignite: dk-bn; shaly w th & fsl bed-
ding; crumbles easily; scattered yel 
jarosite stringers. 
Clay: slty & slightly sdy; gy; crse 
dessication polygons & popcn surface; 
yel marble-sized v fn sand cone 
scattered throughout unit~ 
Lignite: dk bn; shaly w th & fsl bed-
ding; crumbles easily at wthrg interface. 
Clay; slty & slightly sdy; lenticular 
intbds upper 0.5 m; gy w orng Fe-stain; 
sm Fe-stone cone ledges at differing 
levels; sl calc; many dessication poly-
gons at wthrg face. 
Shale: slightly slty; dk bn; carb to 
lignitic; th & fsl; crumbles easily. 
Clay: slty; gy-bn fresh & wthrd; large 
dessication polygons at surface; unit 
more carb at upper contact. 
Clay: slty & slightly sdy; th (less than 
10 cm) clayey silt or slty sand intbds; 
ol v-gy to bn-gy fresh, wt hrs to a smo, 
rilled surface w steep slopes. Many sm 
Fe-stone ledges & also gy-orng Fe-stain 
at different levels. Unit lies directly 
over unburned HT Butte lignite, while 200 
m to the east, the lignite is being burned 
to "scoria" (Burning Coal Vein Turnoff). 
l 
f 
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SECTION: Buck Hill West, Continued 
THICKNESS 
UNIT (Meters) INTERVAL 
-----~"-"---'---
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
A thick, well developed basal sand lies 
100 m to the east and at the same level 
as this unit. 
ELEVATION OF BASE OF SECTION: 766.5 m 
2,513 ft 
• ,. 
I 
I 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBERS: Scoria Point Northwest (5-BC, 5-SB) 
LOCATION: NW SE Sec. 13, Tl40N, Rl02W, Billings County, North Dakota 
BY: Mark A. Steiner ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 796.8 m 
2,614 ft 
THICKNESS 
UNII.... __ (M=ecctcceccrccs,._) ___ I_N_T_E .... R .... V .... AL=----'L;;;;I;;;;T:c:H=O:.::L:.::Oc.;:G:.:;I:.:;C_D=-E"'S:;,.C'"R"'IccP...cTc..cic..cO..c.cN_ 
Top of Section 
25 3.9 61.5-65.4 
24 0.4 61.1-61.5 
23 3.1 57 .0-61.1 
22 10.2 46.8-57.0 
21 2.5 44.3-46.8 
20 2.8 41. 5-44. 3 
19 1.9 39. 6-41. 5 
Sentinel Butte Formation 
Clay: slty; gy-bn; Fe-stone ledge lower 
contact; orng-gy banding to top of unit; 
moderate to steep slopes littered with 
Fe-stone nodules make footing difficult. 
Ironstone: siliceous; orng-bn; flat-
bedded; massive ledge former; wthrs to 
rounded splinters; litters lower slopes 
making for difficult footing. 
Sand: slty & clayey; gy; massive w no 
apparent xbds; large {greater than 10 
cm) dessication polygons; calc; case 
hardened; minor th silt intbds. 
Silt: sdy & clayey; dk gy to gy-bn w th 
orng Fe-stain bands which are flat-lying; 
many th (less than 10 cm) slty sand intbds 
at irregularly spaced intervals. Wthrg 
surface is gy & dessicated; case hardened; 
sl calc; v steep slopes & difficult foot-
ing. Numerous Fe-stone siliceous cone 
and large selenite xls at wthrg face. 
Bullion Creek Formation 
Lignite: dk bn to blk; locally fsl, 
otherwise splintery; minor stringers of 
yel jarosite common; bed grades later-
ally into irregular mounds of red 
"scoria". HT Butte bed. 
Silt: clayey; gy-tan to gy-orng w many 
yel-orng Fe-stone cone wthrg at surface; 
moderate slopes; upper contact carb; 
wthrg slope littered w "scorian~ 
Sandstone: v fn; slty; v calc; gy w sm 
orng Fe-stone nodules; massive cliff-
former; no xlam apparent; fines upward 
to overlying silt. 
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SECTION: Scoria Point Northwest, Continued 
UNIT 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) ______ IN~TER_VA_L __ ._LI_TH_OLO:.:G:.:Ic;:Cc..=D=E.c:.SC"-R"-I"'P'-'T'-'I-'0-"-N--------
2.9 
0.5 
2.1. 
1-8 
0.3 
0.3 
0.1. 
1.1 
0.7 
0.6 
0.1 
0.5 
2.6 
36.7-39.6 
36.2-36.7 
33.8-36.2 
32.0-33.8 
31. 7-32.0 
31. 4-31. 7 
31.0-31.4 
29. 9-31. 0 
29.2-29.9 
28.6-29.2 
28. 5-28. 6 
28.0-28.5 
25.4-28.0 
Silt: clayey; tan-gy w numerous sm Fe-
stone cone wthrg at outcrop face; moder-
ate slopes. 
Lignite: blk; splintery fracture; vit-
reous luster fresh, powdery wthrd; many 
·selenite xls & th yel jarosite clay 
stringers. Meyer(?) bed, 
Silt: slightly lignitic w th stringers; 
gy to bn-gy; wthrg surface loess-like 
w selenite at wthrg interface. 
Clay: olv-bn fresh, lt tan wthrd; des-
sicated popcn surface. 
Silt: tan-gy; massive bedded; softwthrd 
orng Fe-stone cone at wthrg face; v th 
lig (less than 10 cm thick) upper contact, 
Clay: olv-bn fresh, lt tan wthrd; slight-
ly carb w plant frags; selenite xls. 
Lignite: bn to blk; fsl; crumbly. 
Clay: olv-gy fresh, gy-wh wthrd; des-
sicated popcn surface; steep slopes; 
orng Fe-stain. 
Silt: clayey; tan-gy; gentle slopes; 
wthrs to loess-like consistency. 
Clay: olv to tan-bn, lt tan wthrd; 
steeper slopes than underlying unit. 
Lignite: blk to dk bn; wthrs to dust. 
Silt: v clayey; dk bn to olv-bn; carb 
lower contact; orng-bn Fe-stain; v 
gentle slopes; many selenite xls. 
Silt: slightly clayey; gy to tan-gy; 
massive bedded; more lig near upper 
contact; overlain by th lig stringer 
which fsl & bn; v gentle slopes. 
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SECTION: Scoria Point Northwest, Continued 
UNIT 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) 
1.9 
1.1 
0.1 
0.4 
21. 7 
INTERVAL 
23.2-25.4 
22.2-23.3 
22.1-22.2 
21. 7-22.1 
0-21. 7 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION·~~-
Sandstone: v fn; slty; v calc; tan-gy 
w many orng-yel Fe-stone nodules; well-
developed ripple xlam in unit; resis-
tant, forming massive overhanging ledge. 
Clay: slightly slty; olv-gy fresh, tan-
gy wthrd; dessicated papen surface. 
Silt: bn-gy fresh & wthrd; massive 
bedded; gentle slopes. 
Clay: slty; tan-orng to olv-gy fresh, 
lt tan wthrd; dessicated papen surface; 
selenite xls at wthrg interface 
Covered interval: base of section; 
slope-wash sed, mainly silt and clay; 
th soil horizon; slope covered w grass, 
sage, prickly pear and yucca. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 732.4 m 
2,402 ft 
l 
l 
I 
! 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Lower Franks Creek (6-BC) 
LOCATION: SE NW Sec Jl, Tl42N, RlOlW, Billings County, North Dakota 
BY: Mark A. StQiner ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 759.6 m 
2,491 ft 
THICKNESS 
UNIT ___ (Meters) INTERVAL LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
----·---·-----· ---------
.'.!.'£Lof Section Bullion Creek Formation 
31 4.5 
30 4.5 
29 7 .o 
28 6.1 
27 1. 3 
26 3.0 
25 2.9 
24 0.8 
23 0.1 
22 1.0 
61. 3-65. 8 
56. 8-61. 3 
49.6-56.8 
43.7-49.8 
42.4-43.7 
39.4-42.4 
36.5-39.4 
35.7-36.5 
35.6-35.7 
34.6-35.6 
Covered interval: wthrd scoria & slope 
wash sed; th soil horizon w some grasses. 
0 Scoria0 ; formed from burning of the HT 
Butte bed; locally th lig stringers; few 
gy silicified tree stumps; bright red 
clinker forms resistant caprock in 
place; indefinite upper contact~ 
Silt: gy; massive & poorly consolidated 
lower half; red-gy, calc & well consoli-
dated upper half. Red possible due to 
leaching from overlying clinker. Th lig 
stringer upper contact. 
Sandstone: fn to v fn; slty; calc; tan-
gy fresh & wthrd; sm to large tangential 
xbds becoming sm scale upward; massive 
& resistant overhanging cliffs. 
Silt: sdy; lt gy, wthrs to look like 
loess; massive bedding; v th (less than 
10 cm) lig unit at upper contact. 
Clay: olv-gy, wthrs to a popcn surface; 
calc; occasional ledges of well consoli-
dated claystone w rough conchoidal frac-
ture; sticky; moderate slopes. 
Silt: gy to tan-gy; much orng Fe-stain; 
better consolidated near upper contact. 
Clay: olv-gy; sticky, wthrs to a papen 
surface; sl calc; plants frags base of 
unit; gentle slopes. 
Shale: lig & carb; v fsl; blk; minor 
clay ptngs between fsl sheets. 
Clay: olv-gy w orng stain, wthrs to a 
papen surface; slightly calc; gentle 
slopes. 
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SECTION: Lower Franks Creek, Continued 
UNIT 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) 
4.8 
2.7 
0.7 
3.8 
1.3 
0.4 
2.1 
0.4 
3.6 
0.1 
l.J 
1.1 
INTERVAL 
29.8-34.6 
27.1-29.8 
26.4-27.1 
22. 8-26. 4 
21. 5-22. 8 
21.1-21. 5 
19.0-21.1 
18.6-19.0 
15.0-18.6 
14.9-15.0 
13.6-14.9 
12-5-13.6 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Clay: slty; tan-gy w orng soft Fe-
stone cone scattered at outcrop fa.ce; 
gentle slopes. 
Silt: tan-gy fresh, tan-orng wthrd; 
massive bedded; looks like loess; few 
selenite xls. 
Clay: orng to olv-gy; sticky due to 
swelling clay; wthrs lt gy; steeper 
slopes than underlying silt. 
Silt: clayey; tan-gy to lt gy; calc; 
mud-cracked surface; orng Fe-stain 
lower part of unit; gentle slopes; 
selenite xls scattered. 
Sandstone: v fn; slty; v calc; lt gy 
to lt tan; many fluvial ripple marks & 
soft sediment deformation structures 
(convolute laminations); orng stain due 
to disseminated Fe; v hard; massive 
overhanging cliffs. 
Silt: clayey; lt gy; massive bedded; 
easily eroded. 
Clay: tan-gy to olv-gy fresh, popcn 
surface wthrd; carb w plant frags lower 
0. 2 m of unit. 
Siltstone: gy to gy-orng; few ripples 
near upper contact; calc; ledge former. 
Clay: olv-gy fresh, popcn surface lower 
half; becomes slty upward; sticky; calc; 
many orng-blk Fe-stone cone imbedded in 
silt -near upper contact. 
Lignite: bn to blk; th fsl beds; soft 
at wthrg surface. 
Silt: clayey; olv-gy fresh, tan-gy 
wthrd; carb w plant frags; soft scat-
tered Fe-stone cone; steep slopes. 
Clay: slty; gy-bn to olv-gy; carb & 
lig at base; orng Fe-stain common w 
popcn wthrg surface. 
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SECTION: Lower Franks Creek, Continued 
UNIT 
9 
8 
7 
6 
s 
4 
3 
2 
1 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) 
0.9 
o.s 
1.4 
1.2 
0.5 
0.3 
0.3 
2.7 
4.7 
INTERVAL 
11.6-12.5 
11.1-11. 6 
9. 7-11.l 
8.5-9.7 
8.0-8.S 
7.7-8.0 
7.4-7.7 
4. 7-7.4 
0-4.7 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
-------------
Silt: tan-gy to olv-gy, stained orng 
due to oxidized Fe, loess-like wthrd; 
sm bluff former. 
Clay: slty; gy-bn to olv-bn fresh, papen 
surface wthrd; calc; forms gentle slopes. 
Silt: tan-gy fresh and wthrd; mudcracks 
at wthrg surface; gentle slopes. 
Clay: tan-gy to olv-gy, wthrs to sticky 
popcn surface; many carb plant frags. 
Unit becomes slty upward; has orng Fe-
stained bands; gentle slopes. 
Silt: sdy; tan-gy; calc; forms gentle 
slopes. 
Lignite: dk bn to blk fresh; powdery 
& splintery wthrd. 
Clay: slty; gy w orng Fe-stone cone; 
much of unit has swelling clay. 
Silt: clayey; gy to dk gy w many scat-
tered orng Fe-stone cone; orng stain 
common; much swelling clay; dessicated. 
Sand: fn to v fn; slty & clayey; dk gy 
to bn-gy; calc; orng Fe-stain; hd sili-
ceous orng cone Fe-stone ledge 3.5 m abv 
lower contact; case hardened w steep 
slopes; fines upward to overlying silt. 
This unit appears much darker than other 
units from this section; very persistent. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 693.6 m 
2,274 ft 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NU}IBER: Upper Franks Creek (6-SB) 
LOCATION: NW SE Sec. 8, Tl41N, RlOlW, Billings County, North Dakota 
BY: Mark A. Steiner ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 776.4 m 
2,547 ft 
UNIT 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL 
Top of Section 
0.8 
0.4 
2.2 
2.1 
0.3 
0.2 
0.3 
0.3 
0.9 
0.2 
0.7 
0.4 
23. 8-24. 6 
23.4-24.6 
21. 2-23.4 
19 .1-21. 2 
18.8-19.1 
18.6-18.8 
18. 3-18.6 
18. 0-18. 3 
17.1-18.0 
16. 9-17 .1 
16.2-16.9 
15.8-16.2 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Sentinel Butte Formation 
Clay: slty; tan-gy fresh & wthrd; few 
yel-orng Fe-stone nodules & orng Fe-
stain banding; summit "caprock11 • 
Lignite: dk bn to blk fresh, v brit-
tle wthrd; th yel jarosite stringers. 
Clay: slty; gy to lt bn-gy w yel-orng 
& soft Fe-stone nodules; dessication 
polygons on surface; th lig 0.6 m abv 
lower contact .. 
Sand: v fn; slty; gy w orng-yel soft 
Fe-stone cone nodules; th clay intbds 
near top of unit; calc Hd; resistant 
Fe-stone ledge 1.5 m below upper contact. 
Slopes mostly steep & case hardened. 
Clay: slty; gy dessicated surface; 
steep slopes. 
Sand: fn; slty & clayey; gy w soft 
round orng-yel cone nodules; calc. 
Clay: slty & slightly sdy; gy; poorly 
consolidated; th intbds slty sand; des-
sicated wthrg surface. 
Claystone: tan-gy; well-compacted; 
splintery fracture; forms sm cliff. 
Silt: gy w orng-yel soft Fe-stone cone; 
dessicated wthrg surface; steep slopes. 
Sand: v fn; slty w v th clay intbd; calc. 
Silt: clayey; gy w orng banding; des-
sicated surface; steep slopes. 
Sand: v fn; slty; gy w soft orng Fe-
stone nodules; th clay intbd 0.2 m abv 
lower contact; ripple xlam upper contact. 
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SECTION: Upper Franks Creek, ConUnued 
THICKNESS 
UN I'-'T'----'(M:.ce=t e:::.;r:.cs'--')'-----eI=cNcccTERV AL_____!;tTIIOLOGI C DESCRIPTION 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1.2 
0.1 
0.8 
0.5 
0.6 
1. 2 
1.5 
1. 7 
5.5 
1.5 
1.2 
14.6-15.8 
14. 5-14 .6 
13.7-14.5 
13.2-13.7 
12.6-13.2 
11. 4-12. 6 
9.9-12.6 
8.2-9.9 
2.7-8.2 
1. 2-2. 7 
0-1.2 
Clay: slty w th sdy intbds; gy w soft, 
round orng-yel Fe-stone cone; v gentle 
slopes. 
Sand: v fn; slty; gy; case hardened; calc. 
Clay: gy-bn fresh & wthrd; dessicated 
surface; orng staining; many large 
selenite xls. 
Shale: dk bn; carb & slightly lig; v 
brittle & fsl; many plant frags. 
Lignite: bn-blk; fsl th beds; yel 
jarosite stringers. 
Clay: charcoal gy; sticky due to swell-
ing varieties; large dessication poly-
gons; scattered selenite xls. 
Clay: slty; gy to gy-bn w minor orng 
staining; dessication polygons on sur-
face;.case hardened; steep slopes~ 
Silt: gy; locally well consolidated to 
siltstone; calc. Siltstone forms sm 
resistant ledge. 
Sand: fn to v fn; slty & clayey; gy; sev-
eral well-formed resistant Fe-stone cone 
ledges, the first is 0.9 m abv lower con-
tact, the second is 2.3 m abv lower con-
tact, and the third is 3.2 m abv lower 
contact. Cale; large scale tangential 
xbeds, few are trough units. Upper con-
tacts marked by Fe-stone ledge. 
Silt: clayey; gy; dessicated wthrg sur-
face. Unit sdy upward; upper contact 
has Fe-stone ledge. 
Clay; slty; gy to olv-gy w orng stain 
from Fe-cone. Cale; dessicated surface. 
Unit astride HT Butte bed, which is 
burned to 11 scoria11 mounds throughout 
area .. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 751.8 m 
2,465 ft 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Lower Blacktail Creek (7-BC) 
LOCATION: SE SE Sec. 5, Tl43N, RlOlW, Billings County, North Dakota 
BY: Mark A. Steiner ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 747.9 m 
2,452 ft 
THICKNESS 
UNIT (Meters) INTERVAL 
Top of Section 
23 0.4 41.2-41.6 
22 0.6 40.6-41.2 
21 1.2 39.4-40.6 
20 1.0 38.4-39.4 
19 1.2 37.2-38.4 
18 2.1 35.1-37.2 
17 8.0 27.1-35.1 
16 11.1 16.0-27.1 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Bullion Creek Formation 
Lignite: dk bn to blk; th fsl; much 
yel jarosite; many petrified stumps in 
unit. HT Butte bed. 
Sand: v fn; v slty & clayey; tan-gy 
to dk gy; steep slopes; splinters of 
petrified wood & tree stumps in place 
at upper contact w HT Butte bed, 
Clay: v slty; dk gy to dk bn; two th 
(less than 10 cm thick) carb layers; 
minor yel jarosite in carb layers; 
gentle slopes. 
Clay: dk olv-gy & slty; v sticky; mot 
dessicated surface; overlies a th Fe-
stone·ledge; moderate slopes. 
Siltstone: orng-bn to gy; calc; good 
consolidation; conchoidal to fsl frac-
ture; forms sheer cliff; float rock 
from unit litters lower slopes~ 
Silt: sdy; gy w orng stain; slopes 
moderate to steep; v sharp contact w 
underlying sand. 
Sand: fn to v fn; slightly slty; v well 
srt; gy to tan-gy fresh & wthrd; orng 
calc sandstone ledge 0.3 m abv lower con-
tact; slightly calc. Sedimentary struc-
tures include trough-shaped xbds bottom 
half of unit, ripple xlam near upper part, 
and minor flat beds top. Steep slopes. 
Silt: clayey w many clay intbds; lt gy 
to tan-gy; partially covered interval 
which contains grass, yucca, and prickly 
pear. Flat, massive bdg; local minor 
selenite xls at weathering face. 
l 
I 
SECTION: 
UNIT 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
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Lower Blacktail Creek, Continued 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL 
1. 7 14. 3-16.0 
2.0 12. 3-ll,. 3 
0.4 11.9-12.3 
0.8 11.1-11. 9 
0.4 10, 7-11.1 
0.7 10.0-10.7 
o.6 9.li-10.0 
0.3 9.1-9.4 
0.5 8.6-9.1 
0.2 8.4-8.6 
1.4 7.0-8.li 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Clay: 
0.1 m 
popcn 
slty; uniformly tan-gy; silt layer 
thick 0.4 m abv lower contact; 
wthrg surface; calc; gentle slopes. 
Clay: tan-gy w orng Fe-stain near lower 
contact; more olv-gy & carb near upper 
contact; th slty intbd 0.2 m thick 0.8 rn 
abv lower contact; two th lig strata 
(less than 0.1 rn thick), one at 1.2 m 
abv lower contact, the other, 1.6 m abv 
lower contact; moderate slopes. 
Lignite: good quality; dk bn to blk, 
wthrs to loose powder; sm plant frags 
& yel jarosite stringers scattered. 
Meyer Bed(?). 
Clay: slty; tan-gy to dk-gy; orng Fe-
stain where unit is tan; unit carb near 
upper contact w many plant frags; moder-
ate slopes. 
Clay: tan-bn to olv-bn; orng soft, 
round Fe-stone cone, minor orng stain 
elsewhere; sm ledge former. 
Clay: dk gy to olv-gy; v sticky due to 
swelling clay; crse dessication poly-
gons; gentle slopes. 
Clay: slty; tan-gy; blocky wthrg sur-
face; v calc. 
Clay: lt-gy to tan-gy, wthrs to a crse 
papen surface; clac. 
Clay: olv-gy fresh, lt tan wthrd; des-
sicated surface w minor orng stain; 
steep slopes. 
Clay: 
wthrg 
ledge 
tan-gy to olv-gy fresh, papen 
surface; siliceous Fe-stone 
at upper contact; gentle slopes. 
Siltstone: gy to yel-orng; hd, resistant 
ledge former; conchoido-fsl fracture; calc; 
float rock from unit litters lower slope. 
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SECTION: Lower Blacktail Creek, Co11.tinued 
THICKNESS 
~U~N~I~T~~_.,.,(M~e~t~e~r~s~)~-=-IN~T~E~,R~V~A=L:._~LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
4 3.5 
3 1.4 
2 1.2 
1 0.9 
3.5-7.0 
2.1-3.5 
0.9-2.1 
0-0.9 
Clay; olv-gy fresh, lt & dessicated 
wthrd; one orng-bn siliceous Fe-stone 
ledge 2.0 m abv lower contact; steep, 
rilled slopes. 
Clay: tan-yel-orng to tan-gy, orng Fe-
stain bands common, popcn wthrd surface; 
calc. Numerous mollusk shell (gastro-
pods) of the genus Campelorna (?) O. 3 m 
abv lower contact; shells badly frac-
tured at wthrg face and break easily. 
Clay: tan-gy; has two carb lam con-
taining lig plant material, both located 
near both lower and upper contacts. 
Carb material wthrs easily; dessicated 
surface. 
Silt: gy-tan w orng Fe-stain; looks 
like loess wthrd; massive bedding. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 706.3 m 
2,317 ft 
1 
l 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: Upper Blacktail Creek {7-SB) 
LOCATION: NE SW Sec. 14, Tl43N, RlOlW, Billings County, North Dakota 
BY: Mark A. Steiner ELEVATION AT TOP OF SECTION: 771.1 m 
2,521 ft 
THICKNESS 
(Meters).. INTERVAL 
-----~--~ 
UNIT 
Top of Section 
13 0.5 29.5-30.0 
12 2.2 27.3-29.5 
11 0.3 27.0-27.3 
10 3.1 23.9-27.0 
9 1.1 22.8-23,9 
8 2.6 20.2-22.8 
7 0.9 19.3-20.2 
6 3.0 16.3-19.3 
5 0.4 15.9-16.3 
4 2.2 13.7-15.9 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Sentinel Butte Formation 
Clay: tan to olv-gy w orng Fe-stain; 
calc; numerous selenite xls wthrg out 
of surface. 
Sand: med-v fn; slty & clayey; tan-gy 
to olv-gy; calc; locally ripple xlam. 
Clay: v carb & slightly lig; dk bn; 
rich in ligand plant £rags; minor bn 
Fe-stain & sm stringers yel jarosite at 
upper contact .. 
Silt: clayey; gy-bn to olv-bn w orng 
Fe-stain and cone; slightly carb w scat-
tered plant £rags; steep slopes. 
Sand: ·v fn; slty & clayey; gy to olv-gy 
w orng stain and Fe-cone ledges at upper 
contact; indistinct dessication poly-
gons; calc through unit. 
Clay: tan-gy to olv-gy; calc; v gentle 
slopes; dessicated surface is soft under 
foot; several sm Fe-stone cone ledges 
upper 0.5 m. 
Silt: clayey; olv-bn except for orng 
Fe-stain near upper contact; numerous 
sm {2 cm) selenite xls. 
Clay: bn-gy; much swelling clay & sticky; 
v homogenous except slty upper contact. 
Lignite: 
quality, 
jarosite 
dk bn to blk; v fsl; good 
v persistent locally; minor 
stringers. 
Clay: slty lower contact, sticky up-
ward; gy lower contact, dk & carb near 
upper contact; gentle slopes. 
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SECTION: Upper Blacktail Creek, Continued 
UNIT 
3 
2 
1 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) 
0.7 
0.2 
12.8 
INTERVAL 
13.0-13.7 
12.8-13.0 
0-12.8 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Silt: slightly sdy & clayey; gy w orng 
Fe-stain & sm cone ledges; gentle slopes; 
a few dessication polygons. 
Clay: slty; gy w hummocky dessication 
cracks at wthrg surface. 
Sand: med to v fn; slty & clayey to 
0.6 m abv lower contact w HT Butte 
bed; otherwise. slightly slty; case 
hardened; numerous siliceous Fe-stone 
ledges at irregular intervals; steep, 
locally precipitous slopes which are 
rilled. Unit sl calc, except for 
ledge of calc sandstone 2.0 m below 
upper contact. Local large channel-
like trough-shaped xbds; unit fines 
upward; slope littered w petrified 
wood and siliceous Fe-stone nodules~ 
difficult for footing. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 741.7 m 
2,432 ft 
l. 
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SECTION AND REFERENCE NUMBER: McKenzie Breaks (8-SB) 
LOCATION: NE & SE Sec. 12, Tl47N, R99W, McKenzie County, North Dakota 
BY: Mark A. Steiner 
THICKNESS 
UNIT (Meters) INTERVAL 
Topof Section 
41 1.2 85.9-87.1 
40 6.9 79.0-85.9 
39 4.5 74.5-79.0 
38 4.5 70.0-74.5 
37 1.5 68.5-70.0 
36 1.4 67.1-68.5 
35 0.3 66.8-67.1 
34 2.2 64.6-66.8 
33 0.3 64.3-64.6 
32 0.4 63. 9-64. 3 
31 0.3 63.6-63.9 
ELEVATION OF TOP OF SECTION: 753.8 m 
2,472 ft 
DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS 
Sentinel Butte Formation 
Covered interval; minor slopewash sed, 
th soil; grassy slopes. 
Silt: 
flecks 
tact; 
along 
clayey, bn to orng-bn w yel 
Fe-stain common esp. upper con-
flat massive bedding. This unit, 
with units 37-39 constitute the 
upper yellow bed. 
Silt: sdy; tan to yel-bn, gy wthrd; 
has gentle slopes. 
Sand: fn to v fn; slty; gy to yel fresh; 
gy-tan wthrd; calc sandstone cone 3.6 m 
abv lower contact; well preserved ripple 
xlam at upper contact, wthrs easily; 
lower slopes covered by slopewash sed. 
Silt: clayey; yel to bn-yel; many Fe-
stain stringers common; th silt & clay 
commonly intbd. 
Clay: 
frags 
plant 
slty; carb; dk gy w carb plant 
near lower contact; lt gy w no 
frags upper contact. 
Lignite: blk; fsl; good quality; wthrs 
to powder. 
Silt: slightly sdy; lt to dk gy fresh, 
lt gy wthrd; sm siltstone aggregate is 
scattered. 
Lignite: blk; planar fsl th beds; good 
quality. 
Silt: yel to tan lower part,. becomes 
darker & more carb to upper contact. 
Shale: carb & slightly lig; dk gy to 
bn; fsl th beds; carb plant & lig clasts. 
1 
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SECTION: McKenzie Breaks, Continued 
UNIT 
30 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
THICKNESS 
(Meters) INTERVAL·~--'L~I~T~H~O~L~O~G~IC::.....cD~E~S~C~R~IP~T~I~O~N~~~~~~~~ 
1.1 62.5-63.6 
2.5 60.0-62.5 
2.5 57.5-60.0 
0.5 
1.4 
3.0 
0.2 
2.0 
13.6 
0.5 
0.6 
1. 3 
1.3 
57.0-57.5 
55.6-57.0 
52.6-55.6 
52.4-52.6 
50.4-52.4 
36.8-50.4 
36.3-36.8 
35.7-36.3 
34.4-35.7 
33.1-34.4 
Silt: yel to orng gy w sm soft shaly 
cone imbedded in unit. 
Shale: carb & slightly lig; dk gy to 
bn; fsl th beds; sm carb plant & lig 
clasts on the lam. 
Silt: clayey; yel to yel-bn & orng Fe-
staining .. 
Shale: lig & carb; dk gy to almost blk; 
th beds are v fsl; lig & carb plant 
clasts scattered through unit. 
Clay: dk bn to gy; flat bedded; sm yel 
jarosite stringers. 
Clay: slty; dk tan-gy fresh, tan-gy 
wthrd; Fe-staining & yel jarosite string-
ers; parallel bdg; calc orng-bn Fe-stone 
cone layer 1.1 m abv lower contact. 
Clay: dk gy, wthrs lt gy; stringers yel 
jarosite scattered; upper contact marked 
by ledge of siliceous Fe-stone cone. 
Lignite: w carb wood; not best quality; 
wood is fsl; yel jarosite upper contact. 
Silt: crse; sdy; uniformly gy fresh, lt 
gy wthrd; th bedded & slightly fsl; three 
Fe-stone ledges present, first 4.4 m abv 
lower contact, second 6.2 m abv lower 
contact, third 7.2 m abv lower contact & 
sl calc. Th clayey stratum w jarosite 
at upper contact. 
Clay: bn-gy; th yel jarosite lam; sm 
soft Fe-stone nodules; more jarosite at 
upper contact. 
Lignite: blk; th & fsl; good quality. 
Clay: lt gy fresh, sl darker wthrd; mi-
nor yel jarosite; orng Fe-stone cone; 
carb at upper contact. 
Lignite: blk; conchoidal fracture & vit-
reous fresh, powdery wthrd; yel jarosite 
streaks at upper contact. 
, 
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SECTION: McKenzie Breaks, Continued 
UNIT 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
THICKNESS 
{Meters) 
0.2 
1.9 
0.9 
2.4 
0.6 
0.6 
1.6 
INTERVAL 
8.0-8.2 
6.1-8.0 
5. 2-6. l 
2.8-5.2 
2.2-1.8 
1.6-2. 2 
0-1.6 
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Clay: slty upper contact; gy to gy-bn, 
wthrs wh-gy; th stringers Fe-stain, 
sticky w much swelling clay; lower con-
tact sl carb. 
Lignite: dk bn to blk; th bedded w 
"earthy" fsl fracture; fresh is ttpitchy11 
w vitreous luster; yel jarosite. 
Shale: carb; th & fsl; dk bn w yel 
jarosite scattered. 
Clay: slty; gy to gy-bn fresh & wthrd; 
soft. 
Silt: clayey; gy-bn; soft; fringe of 
Fe-stone cone mark upper contact. 
Clay: bn to bn-gy; poorly consolidated; 
hd siliceous Fe-stone ledge upper con-
tact. 
Clay: blue-gy wthrd, dk-gy fresh; 
sticky gumbo; well compacted but not well 
lithified; mostly swelling clay; popcn 
surface expressed by dessication cracks. 
Blue bed & base of section. 
ELEVATION AT BASE OF SECTION: 666.7 m 
2,186 ft 
, 
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